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Multilevel data often exist in educational studies.  The focus of this study is to 

consider differential item functioning (DIF) for dichotomous items from a multilevel 

perspective.  One of the most often used methods for detecting DIF in dichotomously 

scored items is the Mantel-Haenszel log odds-ratio.  However, the Mantel-Haenszel 

reduces the analyses to one level, thus ignoring the natural nesting that often occurs in 

testing situations.  In this dissertation, a multilevel statistical model for detecting DIF in 

dichotomously scored items that is equivalent to the traditional Mantel-Haenszel method 

for detecting DIF in dichotomously scored items will be presented.  This model is called 

the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel model. 

The reformulated Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel method is a special case of an item 

response theory model (IRT) embedded in a logistic regression model with discrete 

ability levels.  Results for the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel model were analyzed using the 

hierarchical generalized linear framework (HGLM) of the HLM multilevel software 

program.  Parameter recovery of the Mantel-Haenszel log odds-ratio by the Multilevel 

Mantel-Haenszel model is first demonstrated by Illustrative examples.  A simulation 
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study provides further support that (1) the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel can fully recover 

the log odds-ratio of the traditional Mantel-Haenszel , (2) the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel 

is a method capable of properly detecting the presence of DIF in dichotomously scored 

items, and, (3) the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel performance compares favorably to the 

performance of the traditional Mantel-Haenszel. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

Test scores are often used as a basis for making important decisions concerning 

an individual’s future  Therefore, it is imperative that the tests used for making these 

decisions be both reliable and valid. One threat to test validity is bias. Test bias results 

when performance on a test is not the same for individuals from different subgroups of 

the population, although the individuals are matched on the same level of the trait 

measured by the test. Since a test is comprised of items, concerns about bias at the 

item level emerged from within the framework of test bias.   

Item bias exists if examinees of the same ability do not have the same probability 

of answering the item correctly (Holland & Wainer, 1993). Item bias implies the 

presence of some item characteristic that results in the differential performance of 

examinees from different subgroups of the population that have the same ability level.  

Removal or modification of items identified as biased will improve the validity of the test 

and result in a test that is fair for all subgroups of the population (Camilli & Congdon, 

1999).      

One method of investigating bias at the item level is differential item functioning 

(DIF).  DIF is present for an item when there is a performance difference between 

individuals from two subgroups of the population that are matched on the level of the 

trait. Methods of DIF analysis allow test developers, researchers and others to judge 

whether items are functioning in the same manner for various subgroups of the 

population.  A possible consequence of retaining items that exhibit DIF is a test that is 

unfair for certain subgroups of the population.     
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A distinction should be made between item DIF, item bias, and item impact.  DIF 

methods are statistical procedures for “flagging” items.  An item is flagged for DIF if 

examinees from different subgroups of the population have different probabilities of 

answering the item correctly, after the examinees have been conditioned on the 

underlying construct measured by the item.  Camilli & Shepard (1994) recommend that 

such items be investigated to uncover the source of the unintended subgroup 

differences.  If the source of the subgroup difference is irrelevant to the attribute that the 

item was intended to measure, then the item is considered biased.  Item impact refers 

to subgroup differences in performance on an item.  Item impact occurs when 

examinees from different subgroups of the population have different probabilities of 

answering an item correctly because true differences exist between the subgroups on 

the underlying construct being measured by the item (Camilli & Shepard, 1994).  DIF 

analysis allows researchers to make group comparisons and rule-out measurement 

artifacts as the source of any difference in subgroup performance.     

Many statistical methods for detecting DIF in dichotomously scored items have 

been developed and empirically tested, resulting in a few preferred and often used 

powerful statistical techniques (Holland & Wainer, 1993; Clauser & Mazor, 1998). The 

Mantel-Haenszel (Holland & Thayer, 1988), the logistic regression procedure 

(Swaminathan & Rogers, 1990), and several item response theory (IRT) techniques 

(Thissen, Steinberg, & Wainer, 1988) are members of this select group.     

The increased use of various types of performance and constructed-response 

assessments, as well as personality, attitude, and other affective tests, has created a 

need for psychometric methods that can detect DIF in polytomously scored items.  
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Generalized DIF procedures for polytomously scored items have been developed from 

the dichotomous methods. These include variations of the Mantel-Haenszel, logistic 

regression, and IRT procedures.   

Once an item is identified as exhibiting DIF, it may be useful to identify the reason 

for the differential functioning. Traditionally, the construction of the item was considered 

to be the source of the DIF.  Items flagged for displaying DIF were analyzed on an item-

by-item basis by content specialists and others to determine the possible reasons for 

the observed DIF.  Item-by-item analysis of this type makes it more difficult (a) to 

identify common sources of DIF across items and (b) to provide alternative explanations 

for the DIF (Swanson et al., 2002).  The matter of knowing why an item exhibited DIF 

led researchers to look for DIF detection methods that allow the inclusion of contextual 

variables as explanatory sources of the DIF.   

A multilevel structure often exists in social science and educational data.    

Traditional methods of detecting DIF for both dichotomous and polytomous items ignore 

this natural hierarchical structure and reduce the analysis to a single level, thus ignoring 

the influence that an institution, such as a school, may have on the item responses of its 

members (Kamata, 2001).  The natural nesting that exists in educational data may 

cause a lack of statistical independence among study subjects.  For example, students 

nested within a group, such as a classroom, school, or school district may have the 

same teacher and/or curriculum, and may be from similar backgrounds. These 

commonalities may affect student performance on any measure, including tests.  

Multilevel models, also called hierarchical models, have been widely used in social 

science research.  And, recent research has demonstrated that multilevel modeling may 
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be a useful approach for conducting DIF analysis.  Multilevel models address the 

clustered characteristics of many data sets used in social science and educational 

research and allow educational researchers to study the affect of a nesting variable on 

students, schools, or communities. 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study is: (1) To reformulate the Mantel-Haenszel technique for 

analyzing DIF in dichotomously scored items as a multilevel model, (2) to demonstrate 

that the newly reformulated multilevel Mantel-Haenszel approach is equivalent to the 

Mantel-Haenszel approach for DIF detection in dichotomous items when the data are 

item scores  nested within persons, (3) to demonstrate that the estimate of the Mantel-

Haenszel odds-ratio can be recovered from the reformulated Mantel-Haenszel multilevel 

approach, and (4) to compare the performance of the Mantel-Haenszel technique for 

identifying differential item functioning in dichotomous items to the performance of the 

Mantel-Haenszel multilevel model for identifying differential item functioning in 

dichotomous. To achieve this goal, data will be simulated to fit a multilevel situation in 

which item scores are nested within subjects and a simulation study will be conducted 

to determine the adequacy of the before mentioned methods.   

Significance of the Study 

 The assessment of DIF is an essential aspect of the validation of both educational 

and psychological tests.  Currently, there are several procedures for detecting DIF in 

dichotomous items. These include the Mantel-Haenszel, logistic regression and item 

response theory approaches.   

Multilevel equivalents of the logistic regression and item response theory methods 

of DIF detection have been formulated for use in both dichotomous and polytomous 
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items ( Kamata 1998, 2001, 2002; Kamata & Binci, 2003; Rogers & Swaminathan, 

2002; Swanson et.  al, 2002).  Multilevel approaches are a valuable addition to the 

family of DIF detection procedures as they take into consideration the natural nesting of 

item scores within persons and they allow for the contemplation of possible sources of 

differential functioning at all levels of the nested data.  Although multilevel approaches 

are promising, additional empirical testing is required to establish the theoretical 

soundness of the multilevel procedures that have been developed.   

The study has several unique and important applications to DIF detection of 

multilevel items from a multilevel perspective.  First, the Mantel-Haenszel method for 

DIF detection in dichotomous items will be reformulated as a multilevel approach for 

detecting DIF when items are nested in individuals.  Furthermore, it will be 

demonstrated that the parameter estimate of the Mantel-Haenszel log odds-ratio can be 

recovered from the Mantel-Haenszel multilevel reformulation. The multilevel 

reformulation will allow for a more thorough investigation into the source of the 

differential functioning and, therefore, the usefulness of the already popular Mantel-

Haenszel procedure will increase.  Second, the Mantel-Haenszel technique for 

identifying differential item functioning in dichotomous items will be compared to the 

Mantel-Haenszel reformulated multilevel model for identifying differential item 

functioning in dichotomous items.  A comparison of this type will provide valuable 

information that will give test developers and researchers confidence in selecting and 

using the multilevel approached for DIF detection. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 

One threat to test validity is bias, which has both a social and statistical meaning 

(Angoff, 1993).  From a social point of view, bias means that a difference exists in the 

performance of subgroups from the same population and that difference is harmful to 

one or more of the subgroups.  As a statistical term, bias means the expected test 

scores are not the same for individuals from different subgroups of the population; given 

the individuals have the same level of the trait measured by the test (Kamata & Vaughn, 

2004).  In order to determine that bias exists, a difference between the performances of 

subgroups, which have been matched on the level of the trait, must be determined and 

the difference must be due to sources other than differences on the construct of 

interest.  Generally, bias is investigated at the item level. Items identified as biased can 

then be removed or modified.  The removal or modification of such items will improve 

the validity of the test and result in a test that is fair for all subgroups of the population 

(Camilli & Congdon, 1999). 

Differential item functioning (DIF) is a common way of evaluating item bias.  DIF 

refers to a difference in item performance between subgroups of the population that 

have been conditioned, or matched, on the level of the targeted trait or ability.  

Conditioning on the level of the targeted trait, or ability, is a very important part of the 

DIF analysis and is what distinguishes the detection of differential item functioning from 

item impact, which is the existence of true between-group differences on item 

performance (Dorans & Holland, 1997).  DIF procedures assume that one controls for 

the trait or ability level.  The trait or ability level is used to match subjects from the 

subgroups so that the effect of the trait or ability level is controlled.  Thus, by controlling 
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for the trait or ability level, one may detect subgroup differences that are not confounded 

by trait or ability.  The trait or ability level is called the matching criterion. The matching 

criterion is some estimate of the trait or ability level.  Total test performance is often 

used as the matching criterion. 

The presence of DIF is used as a statistical indicator of possible item bias. If an 

item is biased, then DIF is present.  However, the presence of DIF does not always 

indicate bias.  DIF may simply indicate the multidimensionality of the item and not item 

bias.  An interpretation of the severity of the impact of any subgroup difference is 

necessary before an item can be considered biased.   

Typically two subgroups of the population are compared in a DIF analysis. The 

main group of interest, the subgroup of the population for which the item could be 

measuring unintended traits, is called the focal group. The other subgroup, the 

comparison group, is called the reference group. The focal and reference groups are 

matched on the level of the intended trait as a part of DIF procedures. Therefore, any 

differences between the focal and reference groups are not confounded by differences 

in trait or ability levels.      

There are two different types of DIF: uniform and non-uniform.  Uniform DIF refers 

to differences in performance between the focal and reference groups that are the same 

in direction across all levels of the ability and indicates that one group has an advantage 

on the item across the continuum of ability.  Non-uniform DIF refers to a difference in 

performance direction across the levels of ability between the focal and reference 

groups and the advantaged group changes depending on the ability level. The presence 
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of non-uniform DIF means an interaction between ability level and item performance 

exists.   

Current methods for DIF detection can be classified along two dimensions 

(Potenza & Dorans, 1995).  The first of these dimensions is the nature of the ability 

estimate used for the matching, or conditioning, variable. The matching variable can use 

either an actual observed score, such as a total score, or a latent variable score, such 

as an estimate of the trait or ability level.  The second dimension refers to the method 

used to estimate item performance at each level of the trait or ability.  Methods of DIF 

detection can be categorized as parametric or nonparametric.  Parametric procedures 

utilize a model, or function, to specify the relationship between the item score and ability 

level for each of the subgroups.  In nonparametric procedures no such model is 

required because item performance is observed at each level of the trait or ability for 

each of the subgroups.  Parametric procedures generally require larger data sets and 

have the risk of model misspecification.   

Dichotomous DIF Detection Procedures 

A number of statistical methods have been developed over the years to detect 

differential item functioning in test items.  Some of the first methods included the 

analysis of variance procedure (Camilli & Shepard, 1987), the Golden Rule procedure 

(Faggen, 1987) and the delta-plot, or transformed item difficulty (Angoff, 1993).  These 

methods utilized the item difficulty values for each of the subgroups and were found to 

be inaccurate detectors of DIF, especially if the item discrimination value was very high 

or low.  More sophisticated, and accurate, statistical methods have replaced the earlier 

methods.  The more common of these methods include the Mantel-Haenzel procedure 

(Holland and Thayer, 1988), logistic regression procedure (Swaminathan and Rogers, 
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1990) and various item response theory procedures (Lord, 1980).  First developed for 

use in dichotomously scored items, these methods have been generalized to 

polytomously scored items.   

Mantel-Haenszel Method 

The Mantel-Haenszel procedure (Mantel, 1963; Mantel & Haenszel, 1959) was 

first introduced by Holland (1985) and applied by Holland and Thayer (1988) as a 

statistical method for detecting DIF in dichotomous items.  The Mantel-Haenszel is a 

nonparametric procedure that utilizes a discrete, observed score as the matching 

variable.  The Mantel-Haenszel procedure provides both a statistical test of significance 

and an effect size estimate for DIF.     

The Mantel-Haenszel procedure uses a 2 x 2 contingency table to examine the 

relationship between the focal and reference groups of the population and the two 

categories of item response, correct and incorrect, for each of the k  ability levels.  

These -s have a format shown in Table 2-1. 

Table 2-1.  Responses on a dichotomous item for ability level j  
 
 
 
 
Group 

 Response to item I  
 Correct Incorrect Total 
Reference  
 

ijrn1  
ijrn0  

ijrn.  

Focal 
 ijfn1  

ijfn0  
ijfn.  

Total 
ij

n .1  
ij

n .0  
ij

n..  

 

In the table, 
ijrn1

 is the number of subjects in the reference group, at trait or ability 

level j , which answered item i correctly and ijrn0 is the number of subjects in the 

reference group, at trait or ability level j , which incorrectly answered item i .  Likewise, 
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ijfn1  is the number of subjects in the focal group, at trait or ability level j , which 

answered item i correctly and 
ijfn0  is the number of subjects in the focal group, at trait or 

ability level j , which incorrectly answered item i .   

The first step in the analysis is to calculate the common odds-ratio, MHα  

(Mellenbergh, 1982).  The common odds-ratio is the ratio of the odds that an individual 

from the reference group will answer an item correctly to the odds that an individual 

from the focal group, of the same ability level, will answer the same item correctly.  The 

values are combined across all levels of the trait or ability to create an effect size 

estimate for DIF.  An estimate of MHα  can be obtained by the formula 

 MH

^
α  = 

∑

∑

=

=
k

j
ijijfr

k

j
ijfr

nnn

nnn

ij

ijij

1
..10

1
..01

/

/
 ,       (2.1) 

    

where rjn1 , 
ijrn0  , 

ijfn1 ijfn0   and jn..  are defined as in Table 2-1 and j represents 

the jth ability level.  The estimate for MHα  has a range of zero to positive infinity. If the 

estimate for MHα  equals one, then there is no difference in performance between the 

reference and focal group. Values of MHα  between zero and one indicate the item 

favors the focal group, while values greater than one indicate the item favors the 

reference group.     

The common odds ratio is often transformed to the scale of differences in item 

difficulty used by the Educational Testing Service by the formula 

 MH∆  = )ln(35.2 MHα− .         (2.2) 
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On the new transformed scale MH∆  is centered about 0 and a value of 0 indicates the 

absence of DIF.  On the transformed scale, negative values of DIF indicate the item 

favors the reference group and positive values indicate the item favors the focal group.   

The Mantel-Haenszel statistical test of significance tests for uniform DIF (Holland 

and Thayer, 1988), across all levels of the ability, under the null hypothesis of no DIF.  

Rejection of the null hypothesis indicates the presence of DIF.  The test statistic, 2χ
MH , 

has an approximate chi-squared distribution with one degree of freedom.  The 2χ
MH   

test statistic is 

2χ
MH = 

∑

∑ ∑

=

= = 










−−

k

r

k

j

k

j
rr

nVar

nEn

1
1

2

1 1
11

)(

5.0)(

,      (2.3) 

where 

 )(
)1 ijrnVar = 

)1( ..
2
..

.0.1..

−
ijij

ijijijij

nn

nnnn fr  ,       (2.4)  

and 

 
ijrnE 1( )     =     

ij

ijijij

n

nn fr

..

..
 .        (2.5) 

The Educational Testing Service has proposed values of MH∆  for classifying the 

magnitude of the DIF as negligible, moderate or large (Zwick & Ericikan, 1989).     

Roussos and Stout (1996a, 1996b) modified the values and gave the following 

guidelines to aid in the interpretation of DIF: 

• Type A Items - negligible DIF:   | MH∆ | < 1, 
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• Type B Items - moderate DIF:   MH test is significant and   1.0 < | MH∆ | < 1.5, 

• Type C Items - large DIF: MH test is statistically significant and  | MH∆ | > 1.5. 

The Mantel-Haenszel procedure is considered by some to be the most powerful 

test for uniform DIF for dichotomous items (Holland & Thayer, 1988).  The Mantel-

Haenszel procedure is easy to conduct, has an effect size measure and test of 

significance, and works well for small sample sizes.  However, the Mantel-Haenszel 

procedure detects uniform DIF only (Narayanan & Swaminathan, 1994; Swaminathan & 

Rogers, 1990).  Research also indicates that the Mantel-Haenszel can indicate the 

presence of DIF when none is present if the data are generated by item response 

theory models (Meredith & Millsap, 1992; Millsap & Meredith, 1992; Zwick, 1990). Other 

factors that influence the performance of the Mantel-Haenszel include the amount of 

DIF, length of the test, sample size, and ability distributions of the focal and reference 

groups (Clauser & Mazor, 1998; Cohen & Kim, 1993; Fidalgo, A., Mellenbergh, G. & 

Muniz, J. (2000); French & Miller, 2007; Jodoin & Gierl, 2001; Narayana & 

Swaminathan, 1994; Roussos & Stout, 1996; Utttaro & Millsap, 1994) 

The Mantel-Haenszel method for detecting DIF in dichotomous items outlined 

above can be extended to polytomous items. This extension is often referred to as the 

Generalized Mantel-Haenszel or GMH (Allen & Donoghue, 1996). The Generalized 

Mantel-Haenszel also compares the odds of a correct response for the reference group 

to the odds of a correct response for the focal group across all response categories of 

an item, after controlling for the trait or ability level. 

The Mantel-Haenszel procedure is extended to the Generalized Mantel-Haenszel 

by modifying the contingency table to include more than two response categories. The 
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Generalized Mantel-Haenszel uses a 2 x j contingency table to examine the 

relationship between the reference and focal groups and the j category responses for 

each item at each of the k levels of ability.   

Logistic Regression  

The logistic regression model for detecting DIF in dichotomous items was first 

proposed by Swaminathan and Rogers (1990) and is one of the most effective and 

recommended methods for detecting DIF in dichotomous items (Clauser & Mazor, 1998; 

Rogers & Swaminathan, 1993; Swaminathan & Rogers, 1990; Zumbo, 1999).  The 

logistic regression model is a parametric method that can detect both uniform and 

nonuniform DIF.   

The logistic regression model, when applied to DIF detection, uses item response 

as the dependent variable.  Independent variables include group membership, ability, 

and group-by-ability interaction variables. The logistic regression procedure uses a 

continuous observed score matching variable, which is usually the total scale, or 

subscale, score. 

The logistic regression model is given by 

 ( )j

j

p
p
−1

ln   = jjj XGGX )(3210 ββββ +++  ,         (2.6) 

In the model, jp  represents the probability that individual j  provides a correct 

response.  Therefore, the quantity ( )j

j

p
p
−1

ln represents the log odds-ratio, or logit, of 

individual j   providing a correct response.  In the model, jX  is the trait or ability level for 

individual j and serves as the matching criterion and G represents group membership 
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for individual j . The term jXG)( is the interaction between ability and group membership 

and is used to detect the presence of nonuniform DIF.   

The logistic regression approach provides both a test of statistical significance and 

effect size measure of DIF.  An item is examined for the presence of DIF by testing the 

regression coefficients 321  and,, βββ .  If DIF is not present then only 1β should be 

significantly different from zero.  If uniform DIF is present in an item then 2β is 

significantly different from zero, but 3β is not.  If nonuniform DIF is present then 3β is 

significantly different from zero (Swaminathan and Rogers, 1990).   

A model comparison test can be used to simultaneously detect both uniform and 

nonuniform DIF (Swaminathan & Rogers, 1990).  Under this approach, the full model 

provided in equation 2.6 that includes the variables ability, group membership, and 

interaction as independent variables is compared to a reduced model with ability as the 

only independent variable. Such a model is 

( )j

j

p
p
−1

ln   = jX10 ββ + .        (2.7) 

A chi-square statistic, 2
DIFχ , is computed as the difference in chi-square for the full model 

given in equation 2.6 and the reduced model given in equation 2.7: 

 2
DIFχ  =     22

reducedfull χχ − .        (2.8) 

 The statistic follows a chi-square distribution with two degrees of freedom.  Significant 

test results indicate the presence of uniform or nonuniform DIF.   

Exponentiation of the regression coefficients 2β and 3β  in equation 2.6 provides an 

effect size measure of DIF. As with the MHα , a value of one indicate there is no 
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difference in performance between the reference and focal group, values between zero 

and one indicate the item favors the focal group, and values greater than one indicate 

the item favors the reference group.     

Swaminathan and Rogers (1990) contend that the Mantel-Haenszel procedure for 

dichotomous items is based on a logistic regression model where the ability variable is a 

discrete, observed score and there is no interaction between group and ability level.  

They showed that if the ability variable is discrete and there is no interaction between 

group and ability level, then the model expressed in equation 2.6 can be written as 

( )j

j

p
p
−1

ln   = j

I

k
kk GX τββ ++∑

=1
0 .       (2.9) 

In the above model kX represents the discrete ability level categories of I,...2,1 , where 

I  is the total number of items. kX  is coded 1 for person j  if person j  is a member of 

ability level k , meaning person j ’s matching criterion score is equal to k .  If person j is 

not a member of ability level k  then kX is coded 0. kX is coded 0 for all persons with a 

matching criterion score of 0. In equation 2.9 the coefficient of the group variable,τ , is 

equal to αln , where α  is the odds-ratio of the Mantel-Haenszel procedure. Therefore, in 

the logistic regression equation presented in equation 2.9, the test of hypothesis 

that 0=τ  is equivalent to the test of hypothesis that 1=α  in the Mantel-Haenszel 

procedure given there is no interaction. 

Logistic regression methods for detecting DIF in dichotomous items can be 

extended to polytomous items (French & Miller, 1996; Wilson, Spray, & Miller, 1993; 

Zumbo, 1999).  The extension is possible via a link function that is used to dichotomize 

the polytomous responses (French and Miller, 1996).  In addition to the link, for each 
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item, the probability of response for each of the response categories 1 through 1−K , 

where K  is the total number of response categories, is modeled using a separate 

logistic regression equation (Agresti, 1996; French & Miller, 1996).   

Logistic regression procedures provide an advantageous method of identifying DIF 

in dichotomous items.  Logistic regression procedures provide both a significance test 

and measure of effect size, detect both uniform and nonuniform DIF, and use a 

matching variable that can be continuous in nature.  Independent variables can be 

added to the model to explain possible causes of DIF.  And all independent variables, 

including ability, can be linear or curvilinear (Swaminathan, 1990).  Furthermore, the 

procedure can be extended to more than two examinee groups (Agresti, 1990; Miller & 

Spray, 1993).   

Swaminathan and Rogers (1990) compared the logistic regression procedure for 

dichotomous items to the Mantel-Haenszel procedure for dichotomous items and found 

that the logistic regression model is a more general and flexible procedure than the 

Mantel-Haenszel, is as powerful for detecting uniform DIF as the Mantel-Haenszel 

procedure, and, unlike the Mantel-Haenszel, is able to detect nonuniform DIF.  

However, if the data are modeled to fit a multi-parameter item response theory model, 

logistic regression methods produce poor results.   

Several studies have shown that the logistic regression procedure is sensitive to 

changes in the sample size and differences in the ability distributions of the reference 

and focal groups.  Studies show that power and Type I error rates increase as the 

sample size increases (Rogers and Swaminathan, 1993; Swaminathan & Rogers, 

1990).  Jodoin and Gierl (2000) showed that differences in the ability distributions 
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between the reference and focal groups degraded the power of the logistic regression 

procedure. 

Item Response Theory  

Item response theory (IRT), also known as latent trait theory, is a mathematical 

model for estimating the probability of a correct response for an item based on the latent 

trait level of the respondent and characteristics of the item (Embretson & Riese, 2000).  

IRT procedures are a parametric approach to the classification of DIF in which a latent 

ability variable is used as the matching variable. The use of IRT models as a primary 

basis for psychological measurement has increased since it was first introduced by Lord 

and Novick (1968).   

The graph of the IRT model is called an item characteristic curve, or ICC. The ICC 

represents the relationship between the probability of a correct response to an item and 

the latent trait of the respondent, orθ .  The latent trait usually represents some 

unobserved measure of cognitive ability.  The simplest IRT model is the one-parameter 

(1P), or Rasch model.  In the 1P model the probability a person, with ability level θ , 

responds correctly to an item is modeled as a function of the item difficulty parameter, 

ib .    The 1P model is given by the formula: 

 )(θiP  = 
)exp(1

)exp(

i

i

b
b
−+

−
θ

θ .        (2.10) 

The equation in 2.9 can also be written as 

 )(θiP  = 
)(exp1

1

ib−−+ θ
.        (2.11) 

The two-parameter IRT model (2P) adds an item discrimination parameter to the 

one-parameter model.  The item discrimination parameter, ia , determines the steepness 
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of the ICC and measures how well the item discriminates between persons of low and 

high levels of the latent trait.  The 2P model is given by the formula 

 )(θiP  = 
))(exp(1

))(exp(

ii

ii

ba
ba
−+

−
θ

θ .        (2.12) 

The three-parameter IRT model (3P) adds to the two-parameter model a pseudo-

guessing parameter.  The pseudo-guessing parameter, ic , represents the probability a 

person with extremely low ability will respond correctly to the item.  The pseudo-

guessing parameter provides the lower asymptote for the ICC. The 3P model is given 

by the formula 

 )(θiP  =  
))(exp(1

))(exp(
)1(

ii

ii
ii ba

ba
cc

−+
−

−+
θ

θ .      (2.13) 

Three important assumptions concerning IRT models aid in their use as a DIF 

detection tools. The first of these assumptions is unidimensionality.  Unidimensionality 

means a single latent trait, often referred to as ability, is sufficient for characterizing a 

person’s response to an item.  Therefore, given the assumption of unidimensionality, if 

an item response is a function of more than one latent trait that is correlated with group 

membership, then DIF is present in the item.  The second assumption is local 

independence.  Local independence states that a response to any one item is 

independent of the response to any other item, controlling for ability and item 

parameters. The third assumption is item invariance, which states that item 

characteristics do not vary across subgroups of the population.  Item invariance ensures 

that, in the presence of no DIF, item parameters are invariant across subgroups of the 

population.  
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For IRT models, DIF detection is based on the relationship of the probability of a 

correct response to the item parameters for two subgroups of the population, after 

controlling for ability (Embretson & Reise, 2000).  DIF analysis is a comparison of the 

item characteristic curves that have been estimated separately for the focal and 

reference groups. The presence of DIF means the parameters are different for the focal 

group and reference group and the focal group has a different ICC than the reference 

group (Thissen & Wainer, 1985).   

Several methods are available for DIF detection using IRT models including a test 

of the equality of the item parameters (Lord, 1980) and a measure of the area between 

ICC curves (Kim & Cohen, 1995; Raju, 1988; Raju, 1990, Raju, van der Linden & Fleer, 

1992).  Lord’s (1980) statistical test for detecting DIF in IRT models is based on the 

difference between the item difficulty parameters of the focal and reference groups.  

Lord’s test statistic, id , is given by the formula 

 id  =
22

ˆ

ˆˆ

iif
bb

rf bb

σσ +

−
,         (2.14) 

where b̂  is the maximum likelihood estimate of the item difficulty parameter for the focal 

and reference groups and 2σ  is the variance component.   

 A second approach estimates the area between the ICCs of the focal and 

reference groups (Raju, 1988; Raju, 1990, Raju, van der Linden & Fleer, 1992; Cohen & 

Kim, 1993).  If no DIF is present then the area between the ICCs is zero.  When the 

item discrimination parameters Fa and Ra differ  for the focal and reference groups but 

the pseudo-guessing parameters Fc  and Rc are equal, the formula for calculating the 
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difference between the item characteristic curves, also called the signed area, for the 

3P model is 

Area  = ))(1( RF bbc −− ,         (2.15) 

where c  is the pseudo-guessing parameter and c = Fc = Rc , Fb is the item difficulty for 

the focal group and Rb  is the item difficulty for the reference group.  For the Rasch, or 

1P IRT model, the area becomes 

 Area = RF bb − .         (2.16) 

Studies indicate that Lord’s (1980) statistical test for DIF based on the difference 

between the item difficulty parameters of the focal and reference groups and the 

statistical test for DIF based on the measure  of the area between the ICC curves of the 

focal and reference groups produce similar results if the sample size and number of 

items are both large (Kim and Cohen, 1995; Shepard, Camilli, &Averill, 1981; Shepard, 

Camilli, & Williams, 1984).   

Holland and Thayer (1988) demonstrated that the Mantel-Haenszel and item 

response theory models were equivalent under the following set of conditions 

1. All items follow the Rasch model; 
2. All items, except the item under study, are free of DIF; 
3. The matching variable includes the item under study and 
4. The data are random samples from the reference and focal groups. 
 
Under the above set of conditions the total test score is a sufficient estimate for the 

latent ability parameter, θ (Lewis, 1993; Meredith & Millsap, 1992).  Donaghue, Holland 

and Thayer (1993) further demonstrated that the relationship between MH∆  and the two-

parameter IRT model can be expressed by 

 MH∆  = 4a( bF – bR),           (2.17) 
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where a is the estimate of the item discrimination parameter, bR is the estimate of the 

item difficulty parameter for the reference group and bF is the estimate for the item 

difficulty parameter for the focal group.  The relationship stated in equation 2.17 

assumes all items except the item under study are free of DIF, the total test score is 

used as an estimate for θ, and the total test score includes the item of interest. 

The IRT approach for DIF detection can be expanded to polytomous items. The 

IRT approach in polytomous items uses the category response curve (CRC) for each 

response category.  The approach used for the category response curves is similar to 

the approach used for the item characteristic curves in dichotomous items. The 

category response curves are estimated separately for the focal and reference groups.  

The presence of DIF in a response category means the parameters are different for the 

focal group and reference group and, therefore, the focal group has a different CRC 

than the reference group. 

Multilevel Methods for Detecting DIF 

Often, in social science research and educational studies, a natural hierarchical 

nesting of the data exists. This is also true for testing and evaluation, as item responses 

are naturally nested within persons and persons may be nested with groups, such as 

schools.  Traditional DIF detection methods for both dichotomous and polytomous items 

ignore this natural hierarchical structure. Therefore, the DIF detection is reduced to a 

single level analysis, and the influence that an institution, such as a school, may have 

on the item responses of its members is ignored (Kamata, et al., 2005).  Furthermore, 

the natural nesting that exists in educational data may cause a lack of statistical 

independence among study subjects. 
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The use of multilevel models for the purpose of detecting DIF in dichotomous and 

polytomous educational measurement data may be advantageous for several reasons.  

First, in social science and educational measurement data a natural nesting of the data 

often exists.  Multilevel models allow researchers to account for the dependency among 

examinees that are nested within the same group.  Second, traditional methods of 

detecting DIF do not offer an explanation of the causes of the DIF.  Researchers can 

use multilevel models to examine the affect of an individual-level or group-level 

characteristic variable on the performance of the examinees, as explanatory variables 

can be added to the individual-level or group-level equations to give reasons for the 

DIF.  Third, traditional methods assume the degree of DIF is constant across group 

units.  But, a multilevel random-effect model with three levels allows the magnitude of 

DIF to vary across group units.  Furthermore, individual-level or group-level 

characteristic variables can be added to the model to account for the variation in DIF 

among group units. 

Recent research has demonstrated that traditional methods for conducting DIF 

analysis for both dichotomous and polytomous items can be expressed as multilevel 

models.  Both the logistic regression methods and IRT methods for detecting DIF in 

dichotomous and polytomous items have been formulated as multilevel models and the 

dichotomous approaches are presented in the paragraphs that follow. 

Logistic Regression 

Swanson et al. (2002) proposed a multilevel logistic regression approach to 

analyzing DIF in dichotomous items in which persons are assumed to be nested within 

items.  The two level approached used the logistic regression DIF model proposed by 

Swaminathan and Rogers (1990) as the level-1, or person-level, model.  Coefficients 
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from the level-1 model were treated as random variables in the level-2, or item-level, 

model.  Therefore, differences in variation among the items could be accounted for by 

the addition of explanatory variables in the level-2 model.  Others (Adams & Wilson, 

1996; Adams, Wilson, &  Wang, 1997; Luppescu, 2002) have also investigated a 

multilevel approach logistic regression for the purpose of DIF detection. 

The level-1 equation, proposed by Swanson et al. (2002), for the purpose of 

detecting DIF in dichotomously scored item j for person i is formulated as a logistic 

regression equation: 

)]1([logit =ijYP = ,** 210 groupbyproficiencbb jjj ++     (2.18) 

where proficiency is a measure of ability and group is coded 0 for those persons in the 

reference group and 1 for those persons in the focal group.  In the model, jb0 is the item 

difficulty for the reference group, jb1 is the item discrimination, and jb2 is the difference in 

item difficulty between the reference and focal groups. 

 The level-2 equation considers the coefficients in the level-1 model as random 

variables with values that will be estimated from item characteristics included in the 

level-2 equations.  The level-2 equation is formulated as: 

 jj UGb 0000 +=  

 jj UGb 1101 +=  

 jnnj UIGIGIGIGGb 22323222121202 +++++=      (2.19) 

where 0kG is the grand mean of the kth level-one coefficient , kjU is the variance of the 

kth level-one coefficient and nI is a dummy-coded item characteristic.  If jU1 is dropped 
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from the model in 2.19 the item discriminations are forced to be equal and the resulting 

model is like a Rasch model. 

Item Response Theory 

 Developments in multilevel modeling have made it possible to specify the 

relationship between item parameters and examinee performance within the multilevel 

modeling framework.  Multilevel formulations of IRT models have been proposed for the 

use of item analysis and DIF detection in both dichotomous and polytomous items.   

In 1998, Kamata made explicit connections between the hierarchical generalized 

linear model (HGLM) and the Rasch model to reformulate the Rasch model as a special 

case of the HGLM, which he called the one-parameter hierarchical generalized linear 

logistic model (1-P HGLLM).  Kamata (1998, 2001) further demonstrated that the 1-P 

HGLLM could be formulated for use in a two-level hierarchical approach of item analysis 

for dichotomous items, where items are nested within people.  Item and person 

parameters were estimated using the HLM software (Bryk, Raudenbush, & Congdon, 

1996).   

In Kamata’s two-level hierarchical model, items are the level-1 units which are 

naturally nested in persons, which are the level-2 units. The level-1 model, or item-level 

model, is a linear combination of predictors which can be expressed as 

ijη = 
ij

ij

p
p
−1

log  

   = jIjIjjjjj XXX )1()1(22110 ... −−++++ ββββ  

      = ∑
−

=

+
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q
qjqjj Xββ ,         (2.20) 
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where ijη  is the logit, or log odds, of ijp , which is the probability that person j answers 

item i correctly and qjX  is the qth  dummy indicator variable for person j with value 1 

when iq =  and value 0 when iq ≠ . In order to achieve full rank one of the dummy 

indicator variables is dropped, therefore there are 1−I  indicator variables, where I  is 

the total number of items. Item I is coded 0 for all dummy codes and is called the 

comparison item. Thus, the level-1 model for the ith  item can be reduced to  

ijη  = ijj ββ +0 .          (2.21) 

The coefficient j0β  is the intercept term and represents the expected item effect of the 

comparison item for person j . The coefficient ijβ  represents the effect of the ith  

individual item compared to the comparison item.     

 The level-2 model is the person-level model and is specified as: 

j0β =   ju000 +γ , 

j1β  =   10γ , 

             (2.22) 

jI )1( −β =  0)1( −Iγ , 

where ju0  , the person parameter, is the random component of j0β  and is assumed to 

be normally distributed with a mean of 0 and variance ofτ .  Since the item parameters 

are assumed to be fixed across persons j1β  through jI )1( −β are modeled without a 

random component.   

The combined model for the ith item and jth  person is 

 ijη  =  0000 iju γγ ++ .         (2.23) 
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The probability that the jth  person answers the ith  item correctly is  

 ijp  = [ ])(exp1
1

ijη−+
 .        (2.24) 

With the expression for ijη substituted in, the probability that jth  person answers the ith  

item correctly becomes  

 ijp  = [ ])((exp1
1

0000 γγ −−−−+ iju
.        (2.25) 

The above model is algebraically equivalent to the Rasch model (Kamata, 1998, 2001).  

In the above model ju0  corresponds to the person ability parameter jθ of the Rasch 

model, and 000 γγ −− i  corresponds to the item difficulty parameter iβ .   

 Kamata (2002) added a third level to his two-level model to create a three-level 

hierarchical model.  In the three-level model the level-1, or item-level, model for item i  

nested in person j nested in group k  is 

ijkη  = jkIjkIjkjkjkjkjk XXX )1()1(22110 ... −−++++ ββββ ,     (2.26) 

where KkJjIi ,,1 and,,,1,1,,1  ==−= .  The level-2, or person-level model is  

jk0β =   jkk u000 +γ , 

jk1β  =   k10γ , 

             (2.27) 

jkI )1( −β =  kI 0)1( −γ , 

where jk0β   is assumed to be normally distributed with a mean of k00γ and variance of .τ  

The random component, jku0 , is the deviation of the score for person j in group k  from 

the intercept of group k   The effect of the dropped item in group k  is represented 
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by k00γ , and ki0γ  represents the effect of item i in group k compared to the dropped item 

(Kamata, 2001).  The level-3, or group-level model, is  

 k00γ     =  kr00000 +π , 

 k10γ     =  100π , 

             (2.28) 

 kI 0)1( −γ  =  00)1( −Iπ , 

where kr00 is assumed to be normally distributed with a mean of 0 and variance of γτ .    

The combined model for item i , person j and group k is  

 ijkη  =  jkki ur 00000000 +++ππ          (2.29) 

which can be written as 

 ijη  =  ( ) ( )0000000 ππ −−−+ iojkk ur .       (2.30) 

Therefore the probability that person j in school k  will answer item i correctly is  

 ijp  = ( )[ ])(exp1
1

000000000 ππ −−−+−+ ijkur
,      (2.31) 

where )( 00000 ππ −− i is the item difficulty and )( 0000 jkur + is the person ability parameter.  

The random effect of the level-3 model, 000r , is the average ability of students in the 

kth group. The random effect at the second -level, jku0 , represents the deviation in the 

ability of person j  from the average ability of all persons in group k . Therefore, the 

three-level model provides person and average group ability estimates.  Kamata (2001) 

also extended the two-level and three-level models to latent regression models with the 

advantage of adding person and/or group characteristic variables.     
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Kamata (2002) applied his two-level hierarchical model to the detection of DIF in 

dichotomously scored items.  In Kamata’s two-level hierarchical DIF model the level-1 

model given in equation 2.20 remains the same.  However, the item parameters in the 

person-level model, or level-2 model, are decomposed into one or more group 

characteristic parameters. The purpose of the decomposition is to determine if the item 

parameters functioned differently for different groups of examinees. The level-2 model 

for Kamata’s DIF model is  

j0β =   jj uG 00100 ++ γγ , 

j1β  =   jG1110 γγ + , 

             (2.32) 

jI )1( −β =  jII G1)1(0)1( −− + γγ , 

where G , a group characteristic dummy variable, is assigned a 1 if the person is a 

member of the focal group and a 0 if the person is a member of the reference group.  In 

the above level-2 model, the item effects, 1)j-(I   to ββ ij , are modeled to include a mean 

effect, 1)0-(I10   to γγ , and a group effect, 1)1(01   to −Iγγ .  The coefficient 01γ  represents the DIF 

common to all items, whereas the coefficient 1iγ is the additional amount of DIF present 

in item i . The combined DIF model is  

 ijη  =  jiijj GuG 1000100 γγγγ ++++ ,  

        = jiij Gu )( 1010000 γγγγ ++++ ,         

        =   ].)([ 1010000 jiij Gu γγγγ −−+−−−       (2.33) 
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In the combined model, the term )( 101000 ii γγγγ −−+−−  is the difficulty of item i  for the 

group labeled 1 and 000 iγγ −−  is the difficulty of item i for the group labeled 0, 

.1,,1 −= Ii   The term 0100 γγ −−  is the difficulty for the group labeled 1, or focal group, 

and the term 00γ−  is the difficulty for the group labeled 0, or reference group, for the 

comparison item.  If any of the model estimates of  101 iγγ + for items 1,,1 −= Ii  , or the 

estimate of  01γ  for the comparison item are significantly different from zero, then it 

indicates the item functions differently for the two groups, given the groups have been 

conditioned on ability level.  Therefore, if the estimates are statistically different from 0 it 

indicates the item exhibits DIF. 

The DIF model proposed by Kamata can be a valuable tool for detecting DIF in 

dichotomous items.  First,  the DIF model has a statistical test of significance.  Second, 

the DIF model provides a measure of the effect size of DIF through exponentiation of 

the estimates 101 iγγ + for items 1,,1 −= Ii   and 01γ  for the comparison item.  And, third, 

the DIF model simultaneously estimates the DIF statistics for all items. However, 

Kamata’s model is restricted to the detection of uniform DIF (Chaimongkol, 2005).   

Cheong (2006), Kamata and Binici (2003) and Kamata, Chaimongkon, Genc, and 

Bilir (2005) expanded Kamata’s two-level hierarchical random-effects DIF model to a 

three-level hierarchical random-effects DIF model.  In the three-level model, one or 

more group characteristic variables are added to the equations in the level-three model.  

The level-3 model necessary to extend the two-level model given in equation 2.32 is  

k00γ     =  kr00000 +π  

k10γ      =  100π ,             (2.33) 
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kI 1)1( −γ  =  kikiI rX 111110)1( ++− ππ , 

where kX 1  is a level-3 characteristic variable for the kth group.  The addition of a level-3 

characteristic variable allows for the investigation of the three-way interaction between 

the item difficulty, the group characteristic variable, and the level-3 characteristic 

variable.  The effect of this interaction is represented in the model by 11iπ . 

Kamata’s two-level hierarchical model for detecting DIF in dichotomous items has 

been tailored for use with polytomous items by several researchers.  Shin (2003), 

Williams (2003), Williams and Beretvas (2006), and Vaughn (2006) all proposed two-

level fixed-effects hierarchical models for detecting DIF in polytomous items.  Chu and 

Kamata (2005) expanded the two-level model for polytomous items to a three-level 

model for polytomous items.     

Mantel-Haenszel Procedure 

 Since the Mantel-Haenszel statistic is conceptually simple, easy to use, and has 

both a test of significance and a measure of effect size, it has become one of the most 

widely used measures for detecting DIF in dichotomous items.  As a result, the Mantel-

Haenszel statistic has been researched extensively and its performance has been 

compared to many of the other DIF detection procedures.  Furthermore, the Mantel-

Haenszel statistic has been shown to be equivalent, under certain conditions, to both 

the logistic regression DIF detection procedure (Swaminathan & Rogers, 1990) and 

item response theory models (Holland & Thayer, 1988; Donaghue, Holland & Thayer, 

1993). 

 Multilevel models have been formulated for use in DIF detection in dichotomous 

items.  Two very popular methods for detecting DIF in dichotomous items, the logistic 
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regression and item response theory procedures, have multilevel equivalents.  

However, at this time, the most widely used measure for detecting DIF in dichotomous 

items, the Mantel-Haenszel procedure, has no multilevel equivalent.   

 A multilevel equivalent of the Mantel-Haenszel would be advantageous for 

several reasons.  First, a multilevel Mantel-Haenszel model would allow for the 

extraction of an estimate of MH

^
α  that matches the estimate of MH

^
α calculated using the 

formula in 2.1.  In theory, an estimate of MH

^
α  can be calculated from the parameters 

estimated in the multilevel logistic regression and IRT models.  However, in practice, the 

estimate of MH

^
α  calculated from the multilevel logistic regression and IRT models is not 

an exact match.  And second, there are the reasons given for all multilevel DIF 

detection methods.  A natural nesting of the data often exists in educational testing 

situations and a multilevel equivalent of the Mantel-Haenszel would allow researchers to 

account for the dependency among examinees that occurs when examinees are nested 

within the same group. The Mantel-Haenszel procedure for detecting DIF does not 

provide an explanation for the cause of the DIF.  A multilevel Mantel-Haenszel approach 

would allow researchers to examine the affect of an individual-level or group-level 

characteristic variable on the performance of the examinees. The Mantel-Haenszel 

procedure assumes the degree of DIF is constant across group units.  But, a multilevel 

Mantel-Haenszel model with three levels would allow the magnitude of the DIF to differ 

across group units.   
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY 

Overview of the Study 

The assessment of DIF is an essential component of the validation of all forms of 

assessment and evaluation.  A multilevel structure often exists in educational settings 

as students are nested within schools. Therefore, educational assessment data would 

also have a multilevel organization with scores nested within students that are nested 

within schools.  Recent research has demonstrated that multilevel modeling may be a 

useful approach for conducting DIF analysis.  Multilevel models not only address the 

clustered characteristics of assessment data, but they also allow educational 

researchers to study the affect of a nesting variable on performance at the student and 

school level. 

Some of the techniques used for DIF detection have also been formulated for use 

in multilevel modeling.  Kamata (1998, 2001) demonstrated that item response theory 

could be incorporated into a multilevel logistic regression model which led to the 

formulation of a two-level logistic regression approach for DIF detection in 

dichotomously scored items (Kamata 2001, 2002).  Kamata and Binici (2003) extended 

Kamata’s two-level DIF detection model to a three-level DIF detection model for 

dichotomous items.  Cheong (2006), Vaughn (2006), Williams (2003), and Williams and 

Beretvas (2006) expanded the three-level model for dichotomous items to a three-level 

model for polytomous items.  And, although great strides have been made in the use of 

multilevel modeling for the detection of DIF in both dichotomous and polytomous items, 

one of the most widely used methods for DIF detection in dichotomous items, the 

Mantel-Haenszel, is yet to be formulated as a multilevel approach for DIF detection. 
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Research Questions 

The following research questions were employed for this study.   

• Can the Mantel-Haenszel DIF detection procedure for dichotomous items be 
reformulated as a multilevel model where items are nested within individuals?  

• Is the log odds-ratio of the reformulated multilevel Mantel-Haenszel approach for 
detecting DIF in dichotomous items equivalent to the log odds-ratio of the Mantel-
Haenszel approach for detecting DIF in dichotomous items for items that are 
nested within individuals? 

• How does the reformulated multilevel Mantel-Haenszel approach for detecting DIF 
in dichotomous items compare to the Mantel-Haenszel approach for detecting DIF 
in dichotomous items for items that are nested within individuals? 

Model Specification 

 The Mantel-Haenszel and reformulated multilevel Mantel-Haenszel models for 

dichotomously scored items discussed in Chapter 2 will be used to detect DIF in 

dichotomous items that are nested within individuals. The results from each method will 

be compared on the basis of parameter recovery, Type I error rates, and power.  Since 

the primary focus of this study is the multilevel model approach to DIF detection, a 

review of the two-level multilevel model for detecting DIF in dichotomously scored items, 

based on the 1P-HGLLM, is included in this section.  A discussion of the reformulation 

of the Mantel-Haenszel procedure for detecting DIF in dichotomous items to a multilevel 

model is also included in the section. 

Two-level Multilevel Model for Dichotomously Scored Data 

The two-level multilevel HGLLM model for detecting DIF in dichotomously scored 

items that was discussed in Chapter 2 will be reviewed in the paragraphs that follow.  

The level-1, or item-level, model for the two-level multilevel model for DIF detection in 

items that are dichotomously scored is 
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−1

log  
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           = ∑
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qjqjj Xββ ,        (3.1) 

 

where ijη  is the logit, or log odds, of the probability that person j  answers item 

i correctly, and qjX  is the qth  dummy indicator variable for person j with value 1 when 

iq =  and value 0 when iq ≠ . For the comparison item qjX equals 0. The coefficient j0β  

represents the expected item effect of the comparison item for person j and the 

coefficient ijβ  represents the effect of the ith  individual item compared to the 

comparison item.     

The level-2 model is the person-level model and is specified as: 

j0β     =   jj uG 00100 ++ γγ , 

j1β     =   jG1110 γγ + , 
             (3.2) 

jI )1( −β =  jII G1)1(0)1( −− + γγ , 
 

where G , a group characteristic dummy variable, is assigned a 1 if the person is a 

member of the focal group and 0 if a person is a member of the reference group.  In the 

above level-2 DIF detection model, the item effects, 1)j-(I0    to ββ j , are modeled to include 

a mean effect, 1)0-(I00   to γγ , and a group effect, 1)1(01   to −Iγγ .  The coefficient 01γ  represents 

the DIF common to all items, whereas the coefficient 1iγ is the additional amount of DIF 

present in item i .  In the model ju0  is the random component of j0β  and is assumed to 

be normally distributed with a mean of 0 and variance ofτ .  Since the item parameters 
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are assumed to be fixed across persons, j1β  through jI )1( −β are modeled without a 

random component.     

 The level-1 and level-2 DIF detection models can be combined to form a two-

level DIF detection model  

 ijη  =   ].)([ 1010000 jiij Gu γγγγ −−+−−−       (3.3) 

In the combined model, the term )( 101000 ii γγγγ −−+−−  is the difficulty of item i  for the 

group labeled 1, or focal group and 000 iγγ −−  is the difficulty of item i for the group 

labeled 0, or reference group.  The term 0100 γγ −−  is the difficulty for the focal group, 

and the term 00γ−  is the difficulty for the reference group for the comparison item.  

Differential item functioning is indicated if any of the model estimates of 101 iγγ +  for 

items 1,,1 −= Ii  , or the estimate of 01γ  for the comparison item are significantly 

different from zero.   

Mantel-Haenszel Multilevel Model for Dichotomously Scored Data 

Swaminathan and Rogers (1990) demonstrated that the Mantel-Haenszel 

procedure for dichotomous items is based on a logistic regression model where the 

ability variable is a discrete, observed score and there is no interaction between the 

group and ability level.  They showed that the logistic regression model stated in 

equation 2.6 but restated here 

 ( )j

j

p
p
−1

ln   = jjj XGGX )(3210 ββββ +++  ,         (3.4) 

where jX  is the matching criterion score, or total score, for individual j , G represents 

group membership for individual j ,and jXG)( is the interaction between ability and 
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group membership can be written as logistic regression model where the group 

coefficient is equivalent to the Mantel-Haenszel log odds-ratio if jX  is replaced by 

I discrete ability categories and the interaction term jXG)(  is removed. The resulting 

equation is 

ijη   = j

I

k
kk GX τββ ++∑

=1
0 .        (3.5) 

In the above model kX represents the discrete ability categories of I,...2,1 , where I  is 

the total number of items. kX  is coded 1 for person j  if person j  is a member of ability 

level k , meaning person j ’s total score is equal to k . If person j is not a member of 

ability level k  then kX is coded 0. kX is coded 0 for all persons with a total score of 0. In 

the modelτ is the coefficient of the group variable and is equivalent to the log odds-ratio 

of the Mantel-Haenszel. 

The logistic regression model stated in equation 3.4 (Swaminathan & Rogers, 

1990) can be embedded in the multilevel model for detecting DIF in dichotomous items, 

to create a multilevel approach to DIF detection. To embed the logistic regression, the 

level-1 model would remain the same. The change would occur in the level-2 model.  

The level-2, or person-level model, would be 

j0β =   jjj uGAbility 0020100 +++ γγγ , 

j1β  =   jj GAbility 121110 γγγ ++ , 

j2β  =   jj GAbility 222120 γγγ ++ , 
             (3.6) 

jI )1( −β  =  .2)1(1)1(0)1( jIjII GAbility −−− ++ γγγ  

In the above level-2 model, jAbility is the total score and jG is the group indicator 

variable, coded 1 for the focal group and 0 for the reference group.   
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For item i the combined model can be written as 

 ijη = jiijij GAbilityu )()( 202000101
*
0 γγγγγγ ++++++ .    (3.7) 

Using the combined equation, the difficulty for item i for a person in the reference group 

is  

 000 iγγ −− .          (3.8) 

And the difficulty for item i for a person in the focal group is  

 202000 ii γγγγ −−−− .         (3.9) 

Applying the findings of Holland and Thayer (1988) to equations 3.8 and 3.9 yields 

).( 202 iγγ +−           (3.10) 

Therefore, an estimate of the DIF effect size obtained by logistic regression can be 

recovered through a multilevel logistic regression DIF model by 

 202 iγγ + ,          (3.11) 

where 02γ  and 2iγ  are the coefficients for the group variable. 

 The multilevel reformulation of the Mantel-Haenszel procedure for detecting DIF 

in dichotomous items uses the level-1 DIF detection model given in equation 3.1 with no 

changes to the model. The change that is necessary to create a multilevel reformulation 

of the Mantel-Haenszel is the addition of a discrete ability level estimate in the level-2 

DIF detection model given in equation 3.2.  The level-2 model given in equation 3.2 thus 

becomes 

j0β =   *
0

1
)1(0000 j

I

k
jIkk uGA∑

=
+ +++ γγγ , 

j1β  =   ∑
=

+++
I

k
jIkk GA

1
)1(1110 γγγ , 

             (3.12) 
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jI )1( −β =  ∑
=

+−− ++
I

k
jIIkkI GA

1
)1)(1(10)1( γγγ , 

 
In the above model kA represents the discrete ability level categories of I,...2,1 , where I  

is the total number of items. kA  is coded 1 for person j  if person j  is a member of 

ability level k , meaning person j ’s matching criterion score is equal to k .  If person j is 

not a member of ability level k  then kA is coded 0. kA is coded 0 for all persons with a 

matching criterion score of 0. 

 For item i  and ability level k the combined model can be written as 

 ijη = jIiIikikkj GAu )()( )1()1(00000
*
0 ++ ++++++ γγγγγγ .    (3.13) 

Using the combined equation, the difficulty for item i for a person in the reference group 

is  

 000 iγγ −− .          (3.14) 

And the difficulty for item i for a person in the focal group is  

 )1()1(0000 ++ −−−− IiIi γγγγ .        (3.15) 

Applying the findings of Holland and Thayer (1988) to equations 3.14 and 3.15 yields 

)( )1()1(0 ++ +− IiI γγ ,         (3.16) 

where )1(0 +Iγ  and )1( +Iiγ  are the coefficients with the group variable. Therefore, the log 

odds-ratio of the Mantel-Haenszel procedure for detecting DIF in dichotomously scored 

items when the data fit the Rasch model and represent items nested within individuals, 

can be recovered from a HGLM by the equation  

 αln = ,)1()1(0 ++ + IiI γγ         (3.17) 
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where )1(0 +Iγ  and )1( +Iiγ  are the coefficients with the group variable in the multilevel 

model. The multilevel Mantel-Haenszel model can be used to flag items for DIF. The 

null hypothesis of no DIF would be tested by using the standard t-test for the coefficient 

of the group variable for item i  (Kim, 2003). This test is a part of the standard HGLM 

output. A rejection of the null hypothesis means the item is functioning differently for the 

focal and reference group and an investigation into item bias may be warranted.   

In equation 3.13 *
0 ju is a residual, and as such, represents an adjustment to the 

ability parameter, ju0 , of the DIF model stated in equation 3.2.  Fisher (1973) 

demonstrated that the person ability parameter of the Rasch model could be 

decomposed into a linear combination of one or more time-varying parameters.    

Fisher’s decomposition of the ability parameter for item i is given by 

∑
=

+=
p

i
iili caw

1
,δ          (3.18)  

where ia is the decomposed person ability parameter, ilw is a weight, such as a 

coefficient, for parameter l , and c is a normalization constant.  The decomposition 

allows for person parameters to be added to the Rasch model as linear constraints.  

Kamata (1998) applied Fisher’s finding to the 1-P HGLLM model with a level-2 predictor 

to show that the residual for the 1-P HGLLM model without a level-2 predictor, or ju0 , 

can be expressed as a linear combination of the level-2 predictors added to the model 

and *
0 ju .  Thus, by combining the findings of Fisher (1973) and Kamata (1998) the 

relationship of *
0 ju  to ju0 , for the multilevel reformulation of the Mantel-Haenszel given in 

equation 3.7 can be expressed as 
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 ju0  =  kikkj Au )( 0
*
0 γγ ++ .        (3.19) 

Therefore, *
0 ju  represents an adjustment to the discrete ability score categories used as 

ability measures in the Mantel-Haenszel DIF detection procedure. 

Simulation Design 

This simulation study manipulated several factors, including sample size, number 

of items, magnitude of DIF, and ability distribution in order to explore the performance of 

the reformulated multilevel Mantel-Haenszel, and the Mantel-Haenszel methods of DIF 

detection methods for dichotomous items.  The results from each method will be 

compared on the basis of parameter recovery, empirical Type I error rates, and power.  

To simulate a two-level multilevel model, item scores will be simulated for subjects.  The 

simulation will be constructed using the R statistical program (R Development Core 

Team, 2005).   

Simulation Conditions for Item Scores 

The dichotomous responses for the items, or level-1 units, were simulated to fit the 

Rasch Model.  In the Rasch model, the probability of a specific response (e.g.  

correct/incorrect answer) is modeled as a function of the difference between the person 

and item parameter.  Given the Rasch model, the probability that subject j will have a 

correct response for item i  is given by the equation 

 ( )
)exp(1

)exp(
|1

ij

ij
jijXP

βθ
βθ

θ
−+

−
== ,       (3.20) 

where jθ ,the person parameter, represents the ability level for subject j and iβ , the 

item parameter, is the difficulty parameter for item i . The equation in 3.20 can also be 

written as 
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( )
)(exp1

1|1
ij

jijXP
βθ

θ
−−+

== .       (3.21) 

Probabilities were converted to item responses by comparing each probability to a 

random number between zero and one generated from the uniform probability 

distribution.  If the probability is greater than the random number the response was 

scored as correct (i.e. 1) and if the probability is less than or equal to the random 

number the response was scored as incorrect (i.e. 0). 

The DIF was introduced by changing the item difficulty parameters for the focal 

group using the formula  

iRF d
ii
+= ββ ,           (3.22) 

where
iFβ is the item parameter for the focal group, 

iRβ is the item parameter for the 

reference group and 
i

d is the magnitude of the DIF for the ith item. Therefore, for the 

focal group, the equation in 3.21 becomes 

 ( )
)](exp[1

)](exp[
|1

iRj

iRj
jij d

d
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==
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θ ,      (3.23) 

or 

 ( )
)exp(1

)exp(
|1

i

i

Fj

Fj
jijXP

βθ
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θ
−+

−
== .       (3.24)  

 Items were simulated for 2 different levels of uniform DIF: 0.20 and 0.40.    

Therefore, in equation 3.10, the value of id will be 0.20 and 0.40, and the corresponding 

item difficulty parameter for the focal group was either 0.20 or 0.40 larger than the item 

difficulty for the reference group. 
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 Items were simulated under varying percentages of DIF items.  Studies have 

shown that larger proportions of DIF items may result in contamination of the matching 

variable, thus resulting in increased Type I error rates (French & Miller, 2007, Miller & 

Oshima, 1992).  The percentage of DIF items is generally between 5 and 20 percent.  

Therefore, 3 different conditions were simulated for the number of DIF items: 0%, 10% 

and 20%. 

 To investigate the effect of the length of the test on the ability of the method to 

detect DIF, 2 different test lengths were simulated: 20 items and 40 items.  Therefore, 

for the level-1, or item-level units, three conditions were manipulated.  These conditions 

are summarized in Table 3-1. 

Table 3-1. Generating conditions for the items 
Item Condition Description 
Magnitude of DIF 0.2, 0.4 
Concentration of DIF 0%, 10%, 20% 
Type of DIF Uniform 
Number of Items     20, 40 

 
Simulation Conditions for Subjects 

 DIF exists when subjects from two different groups have different response 

probabilities on an item given the subjects in the 2 different groups have the same 

ability level.  However, research indicates that a difference in the ability distributions of 

the focal and reference groups impacts the performance of certain DIF detection 

methods, such as the logistic regression method (Jodoin & Gierl, 2001).  Therefore, 2 

conditions were simulated for the purpose of assessing a method’s ability to properly 

flag items when ability distributions differ.  First, subjects were simulated with no ability 

difference between the focal and reference groups.  The ability distribution for both 

groups were simulated to fit a standard normal distribution (e.g., N(0, 1)).  For the 
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second case, subjects were simulated with a one standard deviation difference in 

means between the focal and reference groups.  The focal group was simulated to fit a 

normal distribution with mean -1 and standard deviation 1 (e.g., N(-1, 1)), while the 

reference group was simulated to fit a standard normal distribution.  A difference of one 

standard deviation in the means was selected because it approximates what is seen in 

real testing situations and has been used in prior DIF simulation studies (Clauser & 

Mazor, 1993; Cohen & Kim, 1993; French & Miller, 2007; Narayana & Swaminathan, 

1994; Roussos & Stout, 1996). 

No theoretical guidelines exist about the number of subjects necessary for 

parameter estimation.  However, Raudenbush and Bryk (2002) recommend between 5 

and 200 subjects per level-3 unit and Mok (1995) suggests that the number of level-2 

units (subjects) should be as large as the number of level-1 units (items) in order to 

have a two-level model with less bias.   

For certain DIF detection methods, power increases as the sample size increases.  

This is true for the logistic regression approach to detecting DIF (Rogers & 

Swaminathan, 1993; Swamination & Rogers, 1998).  Therefore, data were simulated to 

approximate small and large sample sizes: n=250 and n=500.  For both cases, the 

number of subjects was divided equally among the focal and reference groups.     

Various factors were manipulated for this study including magnitude of DIF, 

percentage of DIF items, number of items, ability distribution, and sample size.  

However, only one type of DIF, uniform DIF, was considered.  A summary of the 

simulation design is provided in Table 3-2. 
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Analysis of the Data 

The reformulated multilevel Mantel-Haenszel model will be analyzed using 

hierarchical generalized linear models, or HGLM.  HGLM is incorporated in the HLM 

program (Bryk, Raudenbush & Congdon, 1996).  The HGLM program is a combination 

of generalized linear models (GLM) and hierarchical linear models (HLM). The 

estimation procedures of the HLM are performed both between and within the GLM and 

HLM procedures, resulting in what Raudenbush (1995) refers to as a “doubly-

interactive” algorithm.  HLM is a macro procedure; GLM is a micro procedure. 

In GLM the penalized quasi-likelihood (PQL) is maximized in order to achieve 

estimates of the linearly dependent variables, ijZ  and the weights ijw  where  

ijZ  = 
ij

ij

ijj

w
pu

η+
−0

,         (3.23) 

and 

 )1( ijijij ppw −= .         (3.24) 

Table 3-2   Simulation design  
Variable Description 
Magnitude of DIF 0.2, 0.4 

Percentage of DIF Items         0%, 10%, 20% 

Type of DIF Uniform 

Ability Distribution Both N(0,1) 
 Focal N(-1,1), Reference N(0,1) 

 
Number of Items       20, 40 
Number of Subjects  250, 500 
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In HGLM, the level-2 parameters are estimated using two different procedures. 

The Empirical Bayes (EB) method is used to estimate ju0 .  Generalized least squares, 

or GLS, is used to estimate the γ s. 

The HGLM procedure produces a joint posterior distribution of level-1 and level-2 

parameters given a variance-covariance matrix based on normal approximation to the 

restricted likelihood, or PQL. 
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS  

The main purpose of this study was to determine if a multilevel equivalent to the 

Mantel-Haenszel method for detecting DIF in dichotomously scored items could be 

formulated.  In order to do this it was first necessary to establish that a multilevel model 

could be used to recover the Mantel-Haenszel log odds-ratio or MHα .  Second, it was 

necessary to confirm that the performance of the multilevel equivalent of the Mantel-

Haenszel would be at least equal to that of the Mantel-Haenszel.  In this chapter, 

examples to illustrate the parameter recovery of both the logistic regression method 

proposed by Swaminathan and Rogers (1990) and the Mantel-Haenszel DIF log odds-

ratio using the HGLM method for detecting DIF are presented first.  The illustrative 

examples provide evidence to support the first two research questions.  Second, results 

from a simulation study for one set of conditions are provided to give additional 

evidence for the ability of the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel to recover the log odds-ratio of 

the Mantel-Haenszel.  And, third, results of the simulation study that compared the Type 

I error rates and power for the Mantel-Haenszel and Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel 

methods for detecting DIF are presented.  The simulation study results support the third 

research question. 

Results 

Illustrative Examples 

The first two research questions posited that (1) the Mantel-Haenszel could be 

reformulated as a multilevel model and (2) the log odds-ratio of the Mantel-Haenszel 

could be recovered through the use of a multilevel model.  In this section an example is 

presented to provide support for the these research questions.  Because the multilevel 
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equivalent to the Mantel-Haenszel is based on the logistic regression equivalent to the 

Mantel-Haenszel (Swaminathan and Rogers, 1990), an example will first be presented 

that illustrates the ability of a multilevel model to recover the logistic regression measure 

of DIF.   

Simulation Design 

In the examples, in order to demonstrate the parameter recovery capability of the 

multilevel approach, dichotomous responses for a 20-item test were simulated for 500 

persons. The responses for the 20 items were simulated using the Rasch IRT model 

under the following conditions. The total number of examinees, 500, was split equally 

among the focal and reference groups with n=250 for each group. The distribution of the 

ability levels for both the focal and reference groups were simulated to be normal with 

mean 0 and standard deviation 1. The item difficulties for the 20 items were simulated to 

fit a normal distribution and are provided in Table 4-1. Ten percent of the items, or 2 

items, were simulated to contain DIF with a magnitude of 0.4. These two items were 

items 3 and 13.  Both items were simulated to favor the focal group.  All other items 

were simulated to be DIF free. 

Parameter recovery for the logistic regression model 

The logistic regression model for detecting uniform DIF in each of items in the 20-

item example has the form 

( )j

j

p
p
−1

ln   = ji GX 210 βββ ++ ,        (4.1) 

where ( )j

j

p
p
−1

ln  is the log odds of person j , j =1, 2, …, 500, answering item i , i = 1, 

2, ,,, ,20, correctly. iX  is the total score, or sum of the correct responses, for person j  
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and jG  is the dummy coded group membership variable, coded 0 for the reference 

group and 1 for the focal group. The coefficient of the group membership variable, 2β , is 

the measure of DIF.  To estimate the measure of DIF for each of the items 1 through 20 

it is necessary to construct 20 logistic regression equations. 

Table 4-1.  Item parameters for the illustrative example 
Item Number Item Parameter 

1 -0.528 
2 -1.186 
3 0.329 
4 1.187 
5 0.124 
6 -2.292 
7 -0.518 
8 -0.111 
9 -0.353 
10 -1.472 
11 -0.452 
12 -0.835 
13 -0.131 
14 0.419 
15 0.276 
16 -0.319 
17 -1.181 
18 1.154 
19 0.126 
20 0.084 
 

To confirm the recovery of the parameters of the logistic regression model for 

detecting uniform DIF (Swaminathan and Rogers, 1990) by a multilevel logistic 

regression model, a two-level multilevel logistic regression model was applied to the 

simulated data.  The level-1, or item-level model, for the 20-item example was 
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ijη = 
ij

ij

p
p
−1

log  

      = jjjjjjjjj XXXX 19193322110 ... βββββ +++++ .    (4.2) 
 

The level-2, or person-level model was 

 j0β =   jjj uGAbility 0020100 +++ γγγ , 
  j1β  =   jj GAbility 121110 γγγ ++ , 
  j2β  =   jj GAbility 222120 γγγ ++  

                (4.3) 

j19β  =  .192191190 jj GAbility γγγ ++  
 

In the above models, 022 γγ +i  is the multilevel equivalent of the logistic regression 

measure of DIF for items 1 through 19.The measure for item 20 is 02γ . The models as 

entered into HLM are given in Figure 4-1. 

 An excerpt from the HLM output for the 20-item model is provided in Figure 4-2.  

The logistic regression DIF statistic estimated for item 20 is the coefficient for the 

variable Group , or 02γ  , and, according to Figure 4-2, is equal to 0.059.  The measure of 

DIF for item i , i = 1, 2, …, 19, is equal to 022 γγ +i .  From the HLM output, the measure 

of DIF for item 2 is .144.0059.0203.0 −=+−  Table 4-2 contains the results for both the 

multilevel model analyzed using HLM and the logistic regression model analyzed using 

SPSS 16.0.  The results illustrate the ability of the multilevel logistic model to completely 

recover the measure of DIF for all 20 items. 

Parameter recovery of the Mantel-Haenszel log odds-ratio 

To illustrate the ability of the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel  model to recover the 

Mantel-Haenszel log odds-ratio, the logistic regression model with discrete ability levels 

(Swaminathan and Rogers, 1990) was embedded in the HLGM DIF detection model 
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proposed by Kamata (1999,  2001).  The logistic regression model with discrete ability 

levels for each of the 20 items in the example is 

( )j

j

p
p
−1

ln   = .21202022110 jGAAA βββββ +++++         (4.4) 

jG  is the dummy coded group membership variable, coded 0 for the reference group 

and 1 for the focal group, and 1A through 20A are the 20 discrete ability levels that 

correspond to the total scores, or sum of the correct responses, of 1 through 20. 

Therefore, if the total score for person j  was 19, then 19A would be coded 1 and all 

other ability levels would be coded 0 for person j .  For a total score of 0 all ability levels 

were coded 0. The coefficient of the group membership variable, 21β , is the logistic 

regression equivalent to the Mantel-Haenszel log odds-ratio. 

The model stated in equation 4.4 was embedded in a multilevel model where the 

level-1, or item-level model was  

ijη = 
ij

ij

p
p
−1

log  

      = jjjjjjjjj XXXX 19193322110 ... βββββ +++++ ,    (4.5) 

and the level-2, or person-level model, was 

j0β =   jjjjj uGLevelLevelLevel 00212002020210100 ++++++ γγγγγ  , 

j1β  =   jjjj GLevelLevelLevel 1212012021211110 γγγγγ +++++  , 

j2β  =   jjjj GLevelLevelLevel 221122022222120 γγγγγ +++++ − , 
            (4.6) 

j19β =  jjjj GLevelLevelLevel 192120192021921191190 γγγγγ +++++  . 
 
 
In model 4.6, jLevel  was the discrete ability level for person j .  Using the models stated 

in 4.6, the multilevel equivalent of the log odds-ratio for the Mantel-Haenszel was 
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estimated for items 1 through 19 as 02121 γγ +i .  The multilevel equivalent for item 20, 

021γ , was obtained directly from the HLM output.  An excerpt from the HLM model is 

provided in Figure 4-3.  

A sample of the results from the HLM output for the 20-item multilevel model is 

provided by Figure 4-4.  The Mantel-Haenszel log-odds ratio for item 20 was the 

coefficient for the Group variable in the equation for the intercept, and, according to 

Figure 4-4, was estimated to be equal to 0.119.  The Mantel-Haenszel log-odds ratio for 

item i is estimated by adding the coefficient for the Group variable in the equation for 

item i  to the coefficient for the Group variable item 20.  Therefore, for item 2 the Mantel-

Haenszel log-odds ratio was estimated as .005.0119.0127.0 −=+−  Table 4-3 illustrates 

the ability of the multilevel model to recover the Mantel-Haenszel log-odds ratio for all 

20 items.  Estimates of the Mantel-Haenszel log-odds ratio were obtained through 

SPSS version 16.0. 
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Level-1 Model 
 
 Prob(Y=1|B) = P 
 
 log[P/(1-P)] = B0 + B1*(ITEMID1) + B2*(ITEMID2) + B3*(ITEMID3) + B4*(ITEMID4) + 
B5*(ITEMID5) + B6*(ITEMID6) + B7*(ITEMID7) + B8*(ITEMID8) + B9*(ITEMID9) + 
B10*(ITEMID10) + B11*(ITEMID11) + B12*(ITEMID12) + B13*(ITEMID13) + B14*(ITEMID14) + 
B15*(ITEMID15) + B16*(ITEMID16) + B17*(ITEMID17) + B18*(ITEMID18) + B19*(ITEMID19)  
 
Level-2 Model 
 B0 = G00 + G01*(ABILITY) + G02*(GROUP) + U0 
 B1 = G10 + G11*(ABILITY) + G12*(GROUP)  
 B2 = G20 + G21*(ABILITY) + G22*(GROUP)  
 B3 = G30 + G31*(ABILITY) + G32*(GROUP)  
 B4 = G40 + G41*(ABILITY) + G42*(GROUP)  
 B5 = G50 + G51*(ABILITY) + G52*(GROUP)  
 B6 = G60 + G61*(ABILITY) + G62*(GROUP)  
 B7 = G70 + G71*(ABILITY) + G72*(GROUP)  
 B8 = G80 + G81*(ABILITY) + G82*(GROUP)  
 B9 = G90 + G91*(ABILITY) + G92*(GROUP)  
 B10 = G100 + G101*(ABILITY) + G102*(GROUP)  
 B11 = G110 + G111*(ABILITY) + G112*(GROUP)  
 B12 = G120 + G121*(ABILITY) + G122*(GROUP)  
 B13 = G130 + G131*(ABILITY) + G132*(GROUP)  
 B14 = G140 + G141*(ABILITY) + G142*(GROUP)  
 B15 = G150 + G151*(ABILITY) + G152*(GROUP)  
 B16 = G160 + G161*(ABILITY) + G162*(GROUP)  
 B17 = G170 + G171*(ABILITY) + G172*(GROUP)  
 B18 = G180 + G181*(ABILITY) + G182*(GROUP)  
 B19 = G190 + G191*(ABILITY) + G192*(GROUP) 

   

Figure 4-1: HLM logistic regression 

Final estimation of fixed effects 
 (Unit-specific model with robust standard errors) 
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                        Standard             Approx. 
    Fixed Effect          Coefficient   Error      T-ratio   d.f.     P-value 
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 For       INTRCPT1, B0 
    INTRCPT2, G00          -2.746069   0.333914    -8.224       497    0.000 
    ABILITY, G01              0.223584   0.026050     8.583       497    0.000 
    GROUP, G02                 0.059385   0.196874     0.302       497    0.763 
 For  ITEMID1 slope, B1 
    INTRCPT2, G10           0.414986   0.460411     0.901      9940    0.368 
    ABILITY, G11              0.059608   0.037825     1.576      9940    0.115 
    GROUP, G12               -0.203499   0.286892    -0.709      9940    0.478 
 For  ITEMID2 slope, B2 
    INTRCPT2, G20           0.740064   0.495784     1.493      9940    0.135 
    ABILITY, G21              0.078153   0.043396     1.801      9940    0.071 
    GROUP, G22                 0.138881   0.312435     0.445      9940    0.656  

Figure 4-2: HLM output for the logistic regression model 
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Table 4-2.  A comparison of the logistic and multilevel logistic models 
Item 

Number 
DIF Estimate 

Logistic 
Regression 

 
2iγ  

 
022 γγ +i  

DIF Estimate Multilevel 
Logistic Regression 

1 -0.144 -0.203 -0.144 -0.144 
2 0.198 0.139 0.198 0.198 
3 -0.498 -0.557 -0.498 -0.498 
4 0.407 0.348 0.407 0.407 
5 0.282 0.223 0.282 0.282 
6 -0.214 -0.273 -0.214 -0.214 
7 -0.188 -0.247 -0.188 -0.188 
8 -0.292 -0.351 -0.292 -0.292 
9 -0.124 -0.183 -0.124 -0.124 
10 -0.170 -0.229 -0.170 -0.170 
11 -0.077 -0.136 -0.077 -0.077 
12 0.465 0.406 0.465 0.465 
13 -0.747 -0.806 -0.747 -0.747 
14 0.234 0.175 0.234 0.234 
15 0.386 0.327 0.386 0.386 
16 0.095 0.036 0.095 0.095 
17 0.002 -0.057 0.002 0.002 
18 -0.163 -0.222 -0.163 -0.163 
19 0.329 0.270 0.329 0.329 
20 0.059 0.059  0.059 
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Level-1 Model 
 
 Prob(Y=1|B) = P 
 
 log[P/(1-P)] = B0 + B1*(ITEMID1) + B2*(ITEMID2) + B3*(ITEMID3) + B4*(ITEMID4) + 
B5*(ITEMID5) + B6*(ITEMID6) + B7*(ITEMID7) + B8*(ITEMID8) + B9*(ITEMID9) + 
B10*(ITEMID10) + B11*(ITEMID11) + B12*(ITEMID12) + B13*(ITEMID13) + B14*(ITEMID14) + 
B15*(ITEMID15) + B16*(ITEMID16) + B17*(ITEMID17) + B18*(ITEMID18) + B19*(ITEMID19)  
 
Level-2 Model 

B0 = G00 + G01*(ABILITY1) + G02*(ABILITY2) + G03*(ABILITY3) + G04*(ABILITY4)  + 
G05*(ABILITY5) + G06*(ABILITY6) + G07*(ABILITY7) + G08*(ABILITY8)   + G09*(ABILITY9) + 
G010*(ABILIT10) + G011*(ABILIT11) + G012*(ABILIT12)  + G013*(ABILIT13) + G014*(ABILIT14) 
+ G015*(ABILIT15) + G016*(ABILIT16) + G017*(ABILIT17) + G018*(ABILIT18) + 
G019*(ABILIT19) + G020*(ABILIT20) + G021*(GROUP) + U0 

B1 = G10 + G11*(ABILITY1) + G12*(ABILITY2) + G13*(ABILITY3) + G14*(ABILITY4) + 
G15*(ABILITY5) + G16*(ABILITY6) + G17*(ABILITY7) + G18*(ABILITY8)   + G19*(ABILITY9) + 
G110*(ABILIT10) + G111*(ABILIT11) + G112*(ABILIT12)  + G113*(ABILIT13) + G114*(ABILIT14) 
+ G115*(ABILIT15) + G116*(ABILIT16) + G117*(ABILIT17) + G118*(ABILIT18) + 
G119*(ABILIT19) + G120*(ABILIT20) + G121*(GROUP)   
 

Figure 4-3: Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel HLM model 

 
Final estimation of fixed effects: (Unit-specific model) 
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                       Standard             Approx. 
    Fixed Effect         Coefficient   Error      T-ratio   d.f.       P-value 
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 For       INTRCPT1, B0 
    INTRCPT2, G00       12.493828 330.597674    -0.038       478    0.970 
    ABILITY1, G01          -0.198757 382.108982    -0.001       478    1.000 
    ABILITY2, G02          -0.209490 369.911614    -0.001       478    1.000 
    ABILITY3, G03         10.630998 330.599462     0.032       478    0.975 
          
    ABILIT19, G019          25.070801 345.387075   0.073       478   0.943 
    ABILIT20, G020          24.982757 405.523179   0.062       478   0.951 
       GROUP, G021          0.119097     0.202652    0.602       478   0.547 
 For  ITEMID1 slope, B1 
    INTRCPT2, G10          -0.121190 468.907333  -0.000      9560  1.000 
    ABILITY1, G11           0.206119 541.625744     0.000      9560   1.000 
    ABILITY2, G12           0.217277 524.400226     0.000      9560   1.000 
    ABILITY3, G13           0.195146 468.909855     0.000      9560   1.000 
          
    ABILIT19, G119           0.156620 489.799095    0.000      9560   1.000 
    ABILIT20, G120           0.248342 574.615127    0.000      9560   1.000 
       GROUP, G121          -0.127152   0.297859    -0.427     9560    0.669 
 
Figure 4-4: HLM results for the Mantel-Haenszel log-odds ratio 
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Table 4-3.  A comparison of the Mantel-Haenszel and Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel  
 
Item 
Number 

 
Mantel- Haenszel 
Log Odds Ratio 

 
 
21iγ  

 
 

02121 γγ +i  

Multilevel Mantel-
Haenszel Log -Odds 

Ratio 
1 -0.008 -0.127 -0.008 -0.008 
2 0.191 0.074 0.193 0.193 
3 -0.505 -0.627 -0.508 -0.508 
4 0.410 0.290 0.409 0.409 
5 0.263 0.143 0.262 0.262 
6 -0.190 -0.309 -0.190 -0.190 
7 -0.133 -0.259 -0.133 -0.133 
8 -0.284 -0.403 -0.284 -0.284 
9 -0.183 -0.302 -0.183 -0.183 
10 -0.115 -0.237 -0.118 -0.118 
11 -0.089 -0.213 -0.094 -0.094 
12 0.487 0.375 0.487 0.487 
13 -0.724 -0.875 -0.724 -0.724 
14 0.246 0.124 0.244 0.244 
15 0.348 0.235 0.353 0.353 
16 0.067 -0.052 0.067 0.067 
17 0.020 -0.103 0.018 0.018 
18 -0.209 -0.328 -0.209 -0.209 
19 0.293 0.187 0.306 0.306 
20 0.119 0.119 * 0.119 

* The DIF estimate for item 20 is 021γ  = 0.119. 

The standard errors for the Mantel-Haenszel log odds-ratio were recovered from 

the multilevel model by partitioning the variance term for 21iγ . The variance term for the 

estimate of the log odds-ratio of the Mantel Haenszel, 02121 γγ +i ,  was partitioned using 

the following equation 

02121

2
γγ +=

i
SESEMH , 
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Where, 

 ),(2 021

^
2
021

2
2102121

γγγ MHCovSESESE ii
+−=+                       (4.7) 

If the 0),( 021

^
=γMHCov  then the equation in 4.7 reduces to 

          2
021

2
2102121

SESESE ii
−=+γγ  .                                                                                 (4.8) 

The results for the partitioning of the variance terms are provided in Table 4-4.  

Estimates of the standard errors for the Mantel-Haenszel log odds-ratio were obtained 

from the SPSS, version 16.0 output.  The multilevel standard error term for each item 

was obtained from the HLM output (see Figure 4-4). The partitioning resulted in 

standard error terms that were almost identical to the standard error terms for the 

Mantel-Haenszel log odds-ratio provided by SPSS (see Table 4-4).     

An item was flagged for DIF if the coefficient of the group indicator variable was 

significantly different from 0.  For item 20, the null hypothesis of  

0: 0210 =γH ,            (4.9) 

is equivalent to the Mantel-Haenszel test of 1:0 =αH , was rejected if the p-value for the 

test statistic was less than or equal to 0.05. A rejection of the null hypothesis meant the 

item functioned differently for the focal and reference groups.  A similar hypothesis of  

        0: 210 =iH γ           (4.10) 

was tested for item i , for 19,,2,1 =i .  For items 19,,2,1 =i  the null hypothesis stated 

in 4.10 is not the same as the Mantel-Haenszel test of 1:0 =αH .  A rejection of the null 

hypothesis stated in 4.10 indicates that, for item i , there is a difference in performance 

between the focal and reference groups. The test of DIF stated in 4.9 and 4.10 used the 

t-test as the test statistic. Items 3 and 13 were simulated to contain DIF.  Based on the 
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p-value both items were flagged by the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel method and none of 

the remaining 18 items were improperly flagged for containing DIF. The p-values for 

each of the 20 items are listed in Table 4-5.   

Table 4-4.  A comparison of the standard errors for the illustrative example  
Item 

Number 
SE for 21iγ  *2

021
2
21 SESEi −  Mantel- Haenszel  

SE 
Multilevel Mantel-

Haenszel SE 
1 0.298 0.046 0.216 0.214 
2 0.314 0.057 0.237 0.237 
3 0.297 0.055 0.214 0.216 
4 0.310 0.055 0.232 0.234 
5 0.289 0.042 0.203 0.205 
6 0.352 0.082 0.282 0.287 
7 0.296 0.046 0.213 0.215 
8 0.288 0.042 0.202 0.204 
9 0.300 0.049 0.219 0.220 
10 0.307 0.053 0.230 0.230 
11 0.297 0.047 0.213 0.216 
12 0.301 0.049 0.221 0.220 
13 0.295 0.046 0.211 0.214 
14 0.298 0.047 0.214 0.216 
15 0.297 0.055 0.214 0.216 
16 0.297 0.055 0.209 0.216 
17 0.311 0.055 0.232 0.235 
18 0.312 0.056 0.234 0.236 
19 0.295 0.046 0.211 0.214 

*The SE for 021γ  is 0.203. 

Therefore, in summary, for the example, the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel method 

for detecting DIF in dichotomously scored items provided an estimate of DIF equal to 

the log odds-ratio of the Mantel-Haenszel method for detecting DIF for the same items. 

Furthermore, the standard error terms of the Mantel-Haenszel method were recovered 

by partitioning the error terms provided by the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel. 
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Table 4-5.   P-values for the illustrative example 
Item 

Number 
 

p-value 
Item 

Number 
 

p-value 
1 0.669 11 0.470 
2 0.813 12 0.213 
3 0.034 13 0.003 
4 0.351 14 0.653 
5 0.617 15 0.429 
6 0.364 16 0.860 
7 0.383 17 0.742 
8 0.152 18 0.280 
9 0.304 19 0.544 
10 0.439 20 0.547 

 

Simulation Study: Parameter Recovery of the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel 

Further support for the parameter recovery capability of the Multilevel Mantel-

Haenszel will now be provided.  A small simulation study will demonstrate that the 

parameter recovery of the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel method is near perfect. 

For the study, responses for n=500 persons (n=250 for the focal group and n=250 

for the reference group) to a test of length n=20 items were simulated using the Rasch 

IRT model. The ability distributions for both the focal and reference groups were 

simulated to fit a normal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 1. The item 

parameters used can be found in Table 4-1. Ten percent of the items, or 2 items, were 

simulated to display DIF, all others were simulated to be DIF free.  The 2 items 

simulated to display DIF were items 3 and 13. The size of the DIF simulated was 0.4.  

All DIF was simulated to favor the focal group. 

The correlation between the log odds-ratio of the Mantel-Haenszel and the log 

odds-ratio recovered by the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel was 0.999977 for all 20 items.  
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The relationship between the log odds-ratio estimated by both methods, as seen in 

Figure 4-5, approximates the line xy = , indicating that the estimates of the log odds-

ratio for the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel were essentially identical to the estimates for 

the Mantel-Haenszel. 

Figure 4-5: Graph of the log odds-ratio estimates for both methods 
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Simulation Study: Performance of the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel 

 In the previous section a numerical example, based on one set of simulated data 

and one set of simulated conditions, was presented to provide empirical support for the 

parameter recovery capabilities of the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel.  The illustrative 

examples were followed by a simulation of one set of conditions, designed to provide 

additional evidence of the parameter recovery capability of the Multilevel Mantel-

Haenszel.  

The results of the simulation study will now be presented. The purpose of the 

simulation study is to provide support for the third research question which was to show 

that the Mantel-Haenszel reformulated as a multilevel model (MLMH) performs as well 

as the Mantel-Haenszel (MH) in terms of identifying, or flagging, items for possible DIF. 

The focus of the simulation study will be on the empirical Type I error rate and power. It 
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is expected that the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel’s performance will be comparable to the 

performance of the Mantel-Haenszel. 

For the simulation study, data were replicated 50 times under different conditions 

of amount and size of DIF, length of test, sample size and ability distribution. Three 

different concentrations of DIF (0%, 10% and 20%) were simulated and two different 

magnitudes of DIF (0.2 and 0.4) were simulated for each concentration. The number of 

items was varied with two different test lengths simulated, 20 items and 40 items. Two 

conditions of sample size (n=250 and n=500) were simulated in which the ratio of the 

number of examinees in the focal group to the number of examinees in the reference 

group was kept at 1:1. And, the study considered two different distributions for the 

abilities for the focal group and reference group. The ability distributions of the focal and 

reference groups were simulated to be equal, with both distributions simulated to fit a 

normal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation of 1 and the ability distributions 

of the focal and reference groups were simulated to be different, with the ability 

distribution of the focal group simulated to fit a normal distribution with mean -1 and 

standard deviation 1 and the reference group simulated to fit a normal distribution with 

mean 0 and standard deviation 1.  

The reformulated multilevel Mantel-Haenszel model was analyzed using 

hierarchical generalized linear models, or HGLM.  HGLM is incorporated in the HLM 

program (Bryk, Raudenbush & Congdon, 1996).  Items were identified as performing 

differently if the coefficient of the group variable for the item was significantly differently 

from zero.   
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Models converged for all replications under all conditions. In a few instances, due 

to the number of dummy coded independent variables, convergence was hampered by 

the multicollinearity that existed between the independent variables for the fixed 

component of the multilevel model.  For those situations of non-convergence the 

correlation matrix for the independent variables was examined and the independent 

variable exhibiting the strongest correlation with the other independent variables was 

removed. The model was analyzed and the estimate of the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel 

log odds-ratio was examined.  In no instance was the estimate of the log odds-ratio 

comprised by the deletion of an independent variable. The removal of the independent 

variable allowed for the convergence of all models for all conditions for all replications. 

Only 50 replications were used in this study. Therefore, there could be substantial 

variability between the empirical Type I errors and power reported in this study and the 

empirical Type I errors and power that exist in the population. Therefore, conclusions 

and generalizations drawn may be based on poorly estimated results. 

All items simulated as DIF free  

For this case all item scores were simulated to be free of DIF. Results are 

presented for conditions of equal and unequal ability distributions, for sample sizes of 

n=250 and n=500, and for test lengths of 20 and 40 items. Table 4.6 provides the item 

parameters that were used to simulate the data. The item parameters were simulated to 

fit a normal distribution. 

The empirical Type I error rates for the condition of all items simulated to be DIF 

free are presented in Table 4-7. The empirical Type I error rates for the Multilevel 

Mantel-Haenszel are less than or equal to the empirical Type I error rates for the 

Mantel-Haenszel for most conditions, indicating the multilevel Mantel-Haenszel 
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performed as well or better than the Mantel-Haenszel.  For most conditions the rates 

were below 0.05.  Exceptions include rates of 0.06 and 0.07, both for the Mantel-

Haenszel, and 0.057 for the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel.  An increase in the sample size 

from n=250 to n=500 did not result in a decrease in the empirical Type I error rate for 

either method.  For the condition of unequal ability distribution, for both methods, the 

empirical Type I error rates increased across all conditions of test length and were the 

highest for n=250 and 40 items. 

Items Simulated to Contain DIF  

In this section a subset of the item scores was simulated to function differently for 

the focal and reference groups. To study the effect that the amount of DIF had on the 

performance of the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel and Mantel-Haenszel methods of DIF 

detection the amount and magnitude of DIF was varied:  Four different conditions were 

examined: 10% of the items were simulated to contain DIF of size 0.2, 10% of the items 

were simulated to contain DIF of size 0.4, 20% of the items were simulated to contain 

DIF of size 0.2 and 20% of the items were simulated contain DIF of size 0.4.  In all 

combinations each of the DIF items was simulated to favor the focal group. The 

combinations of DIF were simulated across equal and unequal ability distributions of the 

focal and reference groups, sample sizes of n=250 and n=500 and test lengths of 20 

items and 40 items.  For both samples (n=250 and n=500) the number in the focal 

group equaled the number in the reference group. 
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Table 4-6.  Item parameters for the condition of no DIF 
Item Number Item  

Parameter 
 Item Number Item  

Parameter 
1 -0.528  21 -0.528 
2 -1.186  22 -1.186 
3 0.329  23 0.329 
4 1.187  24 1.187 
5 0.124  25 0.124 
6 -2.292  26 -2.292 
7 -0.518  27 -0.518 
8 -0.111  28 -0.111 
9 -0.353  29 -0.353 
10 -1.472  30 -1.472 
11 -0.452  31 -0.452 
12 -0.835  32 -0.835 
13 -0.131  33 -0.131 
14 0.419  34 0.419 
15 0.276  35 0.276 
16 -0.319  36 -0.319 
17 -1.181  37 -1.181 
18 1.154  38 1.154 
19 0.126  39 0.126 
20 0.084  40 0.084 
 

Table 4-7.  Type I error: Items DIF free  
   

n=250 
 

n=500 
 

Ability 
 

Number of 
Items 

 
MLMH  

 

 
MH 

  
MLMH  

 

 
MH 

Equal 20 0.022 0.045  0.047 0.060 
 40 0.039 0.037  0.031 0.039 
Unequal 20 0.038 0.043  0.038 0.042 
 40 0.057 0.070  0.043 0.044 
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The empirical Type I error rates and power for the first condition: 10% of the 

items exhibit DIF of size 0.2 are presented in Table 4-8 and Table 4-9, respectively.  For 

tests of length 20 items, items 3 and 13 were simulated to exhibit DIF.  For tests of 

length 40 items, items 3, 13, 24 and 32 were simulated to exhibit DIF.  For these items, 

0.2 was added to the item parameters in Table 4-6. 

 For most conditions, the empirical Type I error rates for the Multilevel Mantel-

Haenszel and Mantel-Haneszel were similar and acceptable (below 0.05).  The rates 

systematically increased when the length of the test increased from 20 to 40 items and 

for unequal ability distributions of the focal and reference groups, but decreased when 

the sample size was increased to n=500. 

Table 4-8.  Type I error: 10% DIF of size 0.2 
   

n=250 
 

n=500 
 

Ability 
 

Number of 
Items 

 
MLMH  

 

 
MH 

  
MLMH  

 

 
MH 

Equal 20 0.027 0.015  0.011 0.015 
 40 0.029 0.034  0.028 0.046 
Unequal 20 0.049 0.041  0.046 0.028 
 40 0.056 0.042  0.047 0.040 
 

For all conditions power was greater for the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel (see 

Table 4-9).  Power obtained for both the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel and Mantel-

Haenszel generally increased when the sample size increased from n=250 to n=500, 

was larger for the 40-item test length, but decreased when the ability distributions of the 

focal and reference groups were not the same.   
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Table 4-9.   Power: 10% DIF of size 0.2 
   

n=250 
 

n=500 
 

Ability 
 

Number of 
Items 

 
MLMH  

 

 
MH 

  
MLMH  

 

 
MH 

Equal 20 0.32 0.32  0.36 0.34 
 40 0.53 0.50  0.65 0.36 
Unequal 20 0.22 0.21  0.36 0.32 
 40 0.42 0.39  0.36 0.31 

 

Results for the second condition: 10% of the items contain DIF of size 0.4 are 

presented in Table 4-10 and Table 4-11, respectively.  As in the previous condition, 

items 3 and 13 for tests of length 20 and items 3, 13, 24 and 32 for tests of length 40 

were simulated to function differently in favor of the reference group.  For these items, 

0.4 was added to the item parameters given in Table 4-4. 

An examination of the results in Table 4-10 reveal that, similar to the previous 

condition of 10% DIF of size 0.2, the empirical Type I error rates were generally below 

acceptable limits for both the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel and Mantel-Haenszel, but 

were larger for conditions of unequal ability distributions for the focal and reference 

groups.  However, different from the previous condition, the rates decreased when the 

length of the test was increased to 40 items, if the ability distributions of the focal and 

reference groups were equal.  If the distributions were unequal, the empirical Type I 

errors increased.  Although there were no systematic differences between the errors for 

the two different sample sizes of n=250 and n=500, in most cases the empirical Type I 

errors decreased when the sample size was increased to n=500. 
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Table 4-10. Type I error: 10% DIF of size 0.4 
   

n=250 
 

n=500 
 

Ability 
 

Number of 
Items 

 
MLMH  

 

 
MH 

  
MLMH  

 

 
MH 

Equal 20 0.021 0.021  0.020 0.032 
 40 0.018 0.020  0.023 0.015 
Unequal 20 0.030 0.033  0.029 0.028 
 40 0.062 0.040  0.031 0.035 

 

.As seen in the previous case, power for the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel method 

exceeded that of the Mantel-Haenszel (see Table 4-11).  For both methods, power 

generally increased when the sample size was increased to n=500. And, for both 

methods, power decreased when the length of the test was increased to 40 items. 

Power was the lowest for both the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel and Mantel-Haenszel 

when the ability distributions of the focal and reference groups were simulated to be 

different.   

 
Table 4-11.  Power: 10% DIF of size 0.4 

   
n=250 

 
n=500 

 
Ability 

 

Number of 
Items 

 
MLMH  

 

 
MH 

  
MLMH  

 

 
MH 

Equal 20 0.54 0.48  0.58 0.40 
 40 0.58 0.36  0.53 0.48 
Unequal 20 0.39 0.36  0.52 0.48 
 40 0.35 0.35  0.36 0.38 
 

Results for the condition of 20% DIF of size 0.2 are contained in Table 4-12 and 

Table 4-13.  For this condition, items 3, 7, 13 and 19 were simulated to contain DIF for 

tests of length 20 and items 3, 7, 13, 19, 24, 32, 37 and 40 were simulated to contain 

DIF for tests of length 40.  In all conditions the DIF items were simulated to favor the 
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focal group.  For these items, 0.4 was added to the item parameters given in Table 4-4 

for the focal group. 

The empirical Type I error rates were generally larger for this condition as 

compared to previous conditions (see Table 4-12).  And, 38% of the conditions (6 of 16) 

were above the acceptable rate of 0.05.  As seen in previous conditions, the empirical 

Type I error rates generally increased when the ability distributions of the focal and 

reference groups were unequal and when the test length was increased to 40 items.  An 

exception to this generalization was the combination of the conditions of n=250 and test 

length of 40 items for unequal ability distributions, in which case the empirical error 

rates decreased.  For n=500 the empirical error rates for the Mantel-Haenszel were 

larger than the empirical error rates for the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel, but, for n=250 

the empirical error rates for the Mantel-Haenszel were larger for only 25% of the cases. 

Table 4-12.  Type I error: 20% DIF of size 0.2 
   

n=250 
 

n=500 
 

Ability 
 

Number of 
Items 

 
MLMH  

 

 
MH 

  
MLMH  

 

 
MH 

Equal 20 0.044 0.022  0.015 0.032 
 40 0.046 0.052  0.040 0.060 
Unequal 20 0.058 0.040  0.020 0.068 
 40 0.048 0.035  0.085 0.080 
 

Once again, power was greater for the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel method 

evidenced by the results provided in Table 4-13.  For the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel, 

power systematically increased when the test length increased to 40 items.  As seen in 

previous conditions, power decreased for both methods when the ability distributions of 

the focal and reference groups were simulated to be different.  Unlike previous 
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conditions, an increase in the sample size to n=500 did not result in an increase in 

power. 

Table 4-13.  Power: 20% DIF of size 0.2 
   

n=250 
 

n=500 
 

Ability 
 

Number of 
Items 

 
MLMH  

 

 
MH 

  
MLMH  

 

 
MH 

Equal 20 0.50 0.43  0.46 0.45 
 40 0.74 0.48  0.41 0.34 
Unequal 20 0.34 0.27  0.37 0.34 
 40 0.61 0.44  0.35 0.35 

 

Empirical Type I error rates and power for the final condition of 20% DIF of size 

0.4 are presented in Tables 4-14 and 4-15, respectively.  The empirical Type I error 

rates (see Table 4-14) were much higher for the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel and in 

many cases (5 of 16) the rate was above the acceptable rate of 0.05.   Rates were 

generally higher for tests of length 40 items.  But, unlike previous scenarios, the 

empirical Type I error rates did not increase for the condition of unequal ability 

distributions. 

Table 4-14.  Type I error: 20% DIF of size 0.4 
   

n=250 
 

n=500 
 

Ability 
 

Number of 
Items 

 
MLMH  

 

 
MH 

  
MLMH  

 

 
MH 

Equal 20 0.028 0.029  0.012 0.055 
 40 0.090 0.029  0.119 0.054 
Unequal 20 0.030 0.031  0.038 0.040 
 40 0.081 0.034  0.106 0.048 
       

Like all previous conditions, power for the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel exceeded 

that of the Mantel-Haenszel (see Table 4-15).  Overall, this condition (20% DIF of size 

0.4) resulted in the lowest power.  Like previous conditions, power generally decreased 
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across for the condition of unequal ability distribution for the focal and reference groups.  

No general differences existed between the power for n=250 and n=500.  And no 

systematic changes resulted from an increase in the number of items to 40. 

 
Table 4-15.  Power: 20% DIF of size 0.4 

   
n=250 

 
n=500 

 
Ability 

 

Number of 
Items 

 
MLMH  

 

 
MH 

  
MLMH  

 

 
MH 

Equal 20 0.32 0.28  0.36 0.33 
 40 0.55 0.35  0.61 0.31 
Unequal 20 0.34 0.31  0.32 0.31 
 40 0.48 0.26  0.33 0.18 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSION 

This chapter includes a summary of findings and explores the conclusions, 

implications, limitations and recommendations for future research to be drawn from the 

results discussed in the previous chapter 

Summary 

The first section of the results provided support for the first two research questions 

which were (1) Can the Mantel-Haenszel DIF detection procedure for dichotomous 

items be reformulated as a multilevel model where items are nested within individuals?  

and (2) Is the log odds-ratio of the reformulated multilevel Mantel-Haenszel approach 

for detecting DIF in dichotomous items equivalent to the log odds-ratio of the Mantel-

Haenszel approach for detecting DIF in dichotomous items for items that are nested 

within individuals?  Parameter recovery of the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel method was 

exemplary for both the logistic regression measure of DIF and the Mantel-Haenszel log 

odds-ratio. For a 20-item example with 10% of the items simulated to exhibit DIF of size 

0.4, 50% of the estimates for the log odds-ratio provided by the Multilevel Mantel-

Hanszel were identical to the corresponding estimate of the Mantel-Haenszel log odds-

ratio as provided by SPSS.  For the other 10 items, the difference between the 

estimates for the log odds-ratio provided by the Multilevel Mantel-Hanszel and the 

estimates provided by SPSS were negligible; a difference of .005 or less in most cases.  

The excellent parameter recovery of the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel was further 

evidenced by a correlation of 0.999977 between the log odds-ratio of the Multilevel 

Mantel-Haenszel and the log odds-ratio of the Mantel-Haenszel ratio for a small 
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simulation study of 50 replications for a test of length 20 items, with 10% of the items 

exhibiting DIF of size 0.4, and a sample of size n=500.  

A simulation study compared the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel DIF model for 

detecting differential functioning in dichotomous data to the traditional Mantel-Haenszel 

approach for data simulated under three concentrations of DIF (0% DIF, 10% DIF, and 

20% DIF), two different magnitudes of DIF (0.2 and 0.4), two different sample sizes 

(n=250 and n=500), two test lengths (20 and 40) and two different ability distributions for 

the focal and reference groups (equal and unequal). The study provided empirical 

support for the third research question which was: How does the reformulated multilevel 

Mantel-Haenszel approach for detecting DIF in dichotomous items compare to the 

Mantel-Haenszel approach for detecting DIF in dichotomous items for items that are 

nested within individuals?  A summary of the findings is provided in the paragraphs that 

follow.   

For the case where all items were simulated to be DIF free, the empirical Type I 

error rates for the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel were generally lower than the empirical 

Type I error rates for the Mantel-Haenszel. The rates for both methods were within 

acceptable levels. The rates for the case of unequal ability distributions between the 

focal and reference groups were generally higher, especially for a sample size of n=250.  

And, the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel was more sensitive to the differences in the ability 

distributions as evidenced by the greater increase in the rates for the Multilevel Mantel-

Haenszel as compared to the Mantel-Haenszel for the case of unequal ability 

distributions between the focal and reference groups. 
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For the case where 10% of the items were simulated to exhibit DIF of size 0.2 the 

Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel performed as well as the Mantel-Haenszel in terms of 

empirical Type I error rate and power. The empirical Type I error rates were within 

acceptable limits for both methods. For both the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel and Mantel-

Haenszel the error rates generally decreased as the sample size increased from n=250 

to n=500. The empirical Type I error rates also increased as the test length increased 

from n=20 items to n=40 items. The error rates decreased when the sample size 

increased to n=500 for both the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel and the Mantel-Haneszel.  

 For this case, the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel exhibited greater power than the 

Mantel-Haenszel.  For both methods power was greater for the longer test (40 items) 

and for the larger sample size (n=500).  Power decreased for the Multilevel Mantel-

Haenszel and Mantel-Haenszel when the ability distributions of the focal and reference 

group were different. 

 The case of 10% DIF of size 0.4 yielded empirical Type I error rates that were 

lower and power that was higher than the corresponding rates and power from the 

previous case. Across the conditions of sample size, test length and ability distribution, 

the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel and Mantel-Haenszel experienced similar empirical 

Type I error rates. The error rates were lower for both methods for the longer test length 

(40 items) if the ability distributions of the focal and reference groups were unequal. 

Consistent with the previous case, the error rates decreased when the sample size 

increased to n=500. 

 As in the previous condition of 10% DIF of size 0.2, power was higher for the 

Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel.  Power increased for both the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel 
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and Mantel-Haenszel when the sample size was increased to n=500 and decreased for 

both methods when the ability distributions of the focal and reference groups differed. 

This too is consistent with the previous condition of 10% DIF of size 0.2. 

 The case of 20% DIF of size 0.2 produced higher empirical Type I error rates, 

with 38% of the rates above 0.05.  Furthermore, the error rates for the Multilevel Mantel-

Haenszel were higher than the error rates for the Mantel-Haenszel across all conditions 

of test length, sample size, and ability distribution.  For both methods the error rates 

increased for the condition of unequal ability distributions of the focal and reference 

groups. 

 Like previous cases, power was higher for the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel. 

However, unlike previous cases, for both the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel and Mantel-

Haenszel power decreased when the sample size was increased to n=500. This is 

inconsistent with the literature and no explanation for the results can be offered. As in 

previous cases, power decreased for both methods for the condition of unequal ability 

distributions for the focal and reference groups. 

 Results for the case of 20% DIF of size 0.4 demonstrated even higher empirical 

Type I error rates for both the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel and Mantel-Haenszel, with 6 

of the 16 conditions resulting in error rates above 0.05.  The error rates were higher for 

the longer test length (40 items) as well as the larger sample size (n=500). This was 

true for both methods, however the increase was more pronounced for the Multilevel 

Mantel-Haenszel.  Consistent with previous cases, for both methods, the error rates 

increased for the condition of unequal ability distributions of the focal and reference 

groups. 
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 Consistent with the previous cases, power was higher for the Multilevel Mantel-

Haenszel. Power increased for both the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel and Mantel-

Haenszel when the test length increased to 40 items and the sample size increased to 

n=500.  Also, consistent with previous conditions, power was lower for both methods for 

the condition of unequal ability distributions for the focal and reference groups. 

 In summary, the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel DIF model compared favorably to 

the traditional Mantel-Haenszel and provided DIF detection with acceptable empirical 

Type I error rates and moderate power across most conditions.  In general, empirical 

Type I error rates increased for both the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel and Mantel-

Haenszel when the amount of DIF present increased.  And, across all cases, the error 

rates were higher for both methods for the condition of unequal ability distributions for 

the focal and reference groups.  Across all cases and conditions the Multilevel Mantel-

Haenszel exhibited greater power than the Mantel-Haenszel.  However, for both 

methods power decreased when the ability distributions of the focal and reference 

groups differed. 

Discussion of Results 

The intention of this study was to investigate a multilevel equivalent of the Mantel-

Haenszel method for identifying differential item functioning in dichotomous items. The 

study was based on the work of Kamata and others, who proposed a multilevel 

approach to detecting differential item functioning in both dichotomous and polytomous 

items. This study extended the idea of a multilevel approach for detecting to the very 

popular Mantel-Haenszel method for detecting DIF.   
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Multilevel Equivalent of the Mantel-Haenszel Method for Detecting DIF 

The first research question of interest was whether a multilevel equivalent of the 

very popular Mantel-Haenszel method for detecting DIF in dichotomously scored items 

could be formulated.  It was found that, by embedding a Rasch IRT model in a multilevel 

logistic regression model with discrete ability levels, a model equivalent to the Mantel-

Haenszel could be formulated. Thus, one of the most widely used methods for detecting 

DIF in dichotomous items has been reformulated as a multilevel DIF model called the 

Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel model.  

The second research question of interest was whether the log odds-ratio of the 

Mantel-Haenszel DIF detection procedure for dichotomous items could be recovered 

fully by the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel Model.  The results provided in Chapter 4 

provided support for the parameter recovery capability of a multilevel model analyzed 

using HGLM.  Parameter recovery was exemplary for the Mantel-Haenszel log odds-

ratio, as evidenced by the illustrative example and simulation study. For a 20-item 

example with 10% of the items simulated to exhibit DIF of size 0.4, half of the estimates 

of the log odds-ratio provided by the Multilevel Mantel-Hanszel were identical to the 

corresponding estimate of the log odds-ratio of the Mantel-Haenszel provided by SPSS. 

For the other 10 items, very small differences (less than 0.005) existed between the log 

odds-ratio of the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel and the log odds-ratio of the Mantel-

Haenszel.  The simulation study yielded a near perfect correlation coefficient of 

0.999977 between the log-odds ratio produced by the Mantel-Haenszel and the log-

odds ratio computed by the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel.   
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Performance of the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel Model 

The third research question addressed the performance of the Multilevel Mantel-

Haenszel model in terms of empirical Type I error and power. A model simulation study 

applied both the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel and Mantel-Haenszel methods for detecting 

differential functioning in dichotomous items to data simulated under three 

concentrations of DIF (0% DIF, 10% DIF, and 20% DIF), two different magnitudes of 

DIF (0.2 and 0.4), two different test lengths (20 items and 40 items), two different 

sample sizes (n=250 and n= 500), and two different ability distributions for the focal and 

reference groups (equal and unequal). The performance of the Multilevel Mantel-

Haenszel was compared to the performance of the traditional Mantel-Haenszel, and, 

overall, as expected, the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel performed as well as the Mantel-

Haenszel.  

The Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel DIF model provided DIF detection comparable to 

the Mantel-Haenszel with acceptable Type I error rates and moderate power across 

most conditions. In all cases the power of the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel exceeded that 

of the Mantel-Haenszel.  However, when the ability distribution of the focal group 

differed from the ability distribution of the reference group, both the Multlevel Mantel-

Haenszel and Mantel-Haenszel methods experienced higher empirical Type I error 

rates and lower power. This is consistent with previous studies on the effect of the 

ability distribution on the Mantel-Haenszel log odds-ratio (Clauser & Mazor, 1998; 

Cohen & Kim, 1993; Fidalgo, A., Mellenbergh, G. & Muniz, J. (2000); French & Miller, 

2007; Jodoin & Gierl, 2001; Narayana & Swaminathan, 1994; Roussos & Stout, 1996; 

Uttaro & Millsap, 1994).   
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In general, for the case of 10% DIF, empirical Type I error rates decreased for 

both the Mantel-Haenszel and Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel when the test length was 

increased to 40 items from 20 items. This trend in error rates was repeated when the 

sample size was increased from n=250 to n=500. For the same case, power increased 

for both methods as a result of an increase in test length to 40 items. Overall, power 

was higher for DIF of size 0.4.  Literature supports these findings as studies by others 

showed decreased empirical Type I error rates for tests of longer length and for larger 

samples, and  increased power for tests of longer length, for larger samples, and for 

larger DIF effect sizes (Clauser & Mazor, 1993; Cohen & Kim, 1993; Fidalgo, 

Mellenbergh & Munuz, 2000; Fidalgo, A., Mellenbergh, G. & Muniz, J. (2000); French & 

Miller, 2007; Mazor, Clauser, & Hambleton, 1992; Narayana & Swaminathan, 1994; 

Roussos & Stout, 1996; Utttaro & Millsap, 1994).  

When the amount of DIF was increased to 20%, the empirical Type I error rates 

increased and power decreased for both the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel and the 

Mantel-Haneszel. However, contradictory to expectations warranted from previous 

studies, the error rates increased for the conditions of increased test length (40 items) 

and increased sample size (n=500) for both methods.  Power decreased as a result of 

the increased concentration of items exhibiting DIF.  

Although, in general, the findings of the study were as expected and supported by 

literature, there are 3 circumstances that could prove problematic in terms of the 

accuracy of the estimates for the empirical Type I error rates and power.  First, only 50 

replications were used in this study.  Therefore, there could be substantial variability 

between the empirical Type I errors and power reported in this study and the empirical 
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Type I errors and power that exist in the population. This variability may account for the 

results that differed from what was expected, as the results may represent poorly 

estimated error rates and power. 

Second, several issues regarding the matching criterion used are brought up by 

previous studies on the performance of the Mantel-Haenszel. These issues included (1) 

the inclusion of the item under consideration in the matching criterion and (2) the 

removal of all items that exhibit DIF from the matching criterion.  Donoghue, Holland, 

and Thayer (1993) asserted that if the item under investigation is not included in the 

matching criterion, then the Mantel-Haenszel method may indicate the item exhibits DIF 

when no DIF exists.  And, Holland and Thayer (1988) specifically stated that, in order 

for the Mantel-Haenszel to be considered equivalent to the Rasch IRT model, the item 

under consideration must be included in the matching criterion.  Furthermore, all other 

items should be DIF free if the Mantel-Haenszel is to be equivalent to the Rasch IRT 

model.  And, according to Shealy and Stout (1993a, 1993b), the matching criterion 

should be “purified” in order to be free of DIF items. In this study, the item under 

consideration was included in the matching criterion, but the matching criterion did not 

undergo a “purification” process to rid it of all other items that exhibited DIF. This could 

have negatively impacted the results for both the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel and 

Mantel-Haesnzel, resulting in higher empirical Type I error rates and lower power. 

And, third, the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel was estimated using HGLM. The HGLM 

program is a combination of generalized linear models (GLM) and hierarchical linear 

models (HLM). In GLM the penalized quasi-likelihood (PQL) is used to estimate the 

values for the linearized dependent variables. The PQL algorithm considers the 
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linearized dependent variables to be approximately normally distributed. The algorithm 

provides reliable results except when the level-2 variances are large.  Large level-2 

variance results in variance estimates and fixed effect estimates that are negatively 

biased (Raudenbush & Byrk, 2002). Biased variance estimates could have contributed 

to the unexpected findings. 

Implication for DIF Detection in Dichotomous Items 

The assessment of DIF is an essential aspect of the validation of both educational 

and psychological tests.  Currently, there are several procedures for detecting DIF in 

dichotomous items. These include the Mantel-Haenszel, logistic regression, and now 

the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel model.   

The Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel approach is a valuable addition to the family of 

DIF detection procedures.  First and foremost, by formulating the Mantel-Haenszel as a 

multilevel model an already popular procedure for detecting DIF in dichotomous items, 

the Mantel-Haenszel, is permitted to take into consideration the natural nesting of item 

scores within persons.  Second, by acknowledging the nested nature of the data, the 

Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel provides educators, test developers and researchers the 

opportunity to contemplate possible sources of differential functioning at all levels of the 

data. Third, by choosing to use a multilevel model, the researcher is able to interpret the 

results without ignoring the hierarchical structure of the data and the lack of statistical 

independence that often exists in such data. And fourth, by modeling the Mantel-

Haenszel as a multilevel model, educators, test developers and researchers are 

provided the opportunity to more fully understand the cause of the differential 

functioning through the addition of contextual variables at the various levels of the 
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model.  Furthermore, a measure of the variables’ effect on the subgroup performance 

can be estimated by the multilevel model.  

The Multilevel Mantel-Haesnzel allows for item bias to be investigated in a 

completely new manner.  Traditionally, investigation of item bias began with a 

procedure for identifying DIF.  Once an item was flagged for exhibiting DIF, the 

construction, wording, and content of the item were closely examined as possible 

sources of the differential functioning. With the formulation of a Multilevel Mantel-

Haenszel, the source of the differential item functioning is not limited to the item, instead 

variables at all levels included in the multilevel model can be considered as possible 

sources.  For example, variables related to study habits, learning or physical disabilities, 

or socioeconomic status may be added to the level-2, or person-level, model as 

possible explanatory sources of the DIF.   For a model with 3 levels, variables related to 

group membership can be added to the level-3 model to capture the differences in 

performance due to group membership. Variables at this level could include those 

related to school accommodations or neighborhood socioeconomic status.  The use of a 

multilevel model for the purpose of DIF detection expands the definition of DIF to 

include all factors at all levels that result in a difference in the performance of two or 

more subgroups of the population that have been matched on ability.  

Both the Mantel-Haenszel and logistic regression methods for identifying items 

that exhibit DIF require a separate analysis for each item. Therefore, for a test with 20 

items, 20 analyses must be conducted, one for each item. The Multilevel Mantel-

Haenszel method employs one model to analyze all items. Therefore, for a 20 item test 
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one could test for DIF and obtain an effect size measure of the DIF simultaneously for 

all 20 items. 

  The results obtained from this study provide empirical support for the use of the 

Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel method for detecting DIF in dichotomously score items. For 

most conditions the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel demonstrated acceptable Type I error 

rates, indicating the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel would not improperly flag an item as 

functioning differently. This is important since an item flagged for DIF is carefully 

scrutinized for the source of the differential functioning.  This process can be labor and 

time intensive and can result in the removal of an item that should not be removed.  

  Based on the empirical evidence provided in this study, the Multilevel Mantel-

Haenszel is more powerful than the Mantel-Haenszel.  Therefore, the Multilevel Mantel-

Haenszel properly identified  items that were functioning differently at least as often as 

Mantel-Haenszel. The combination of acceptable empirical Type I error rates and power 

allows test developers and psychometricians to confidently apply the Multilevel Mantel-

Haesnszel model to the detection of DIF in dichotomously scored items. 

Limitations and Future Research 

The limitations of this study and implications for future research will be discussed 

in this section.  First, the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel model presented only considered 

dichotomous data. The increased use of various types of performance and constructed-

response assessments, as well as personality, attitude, and other affective tests, has 

created a need for psychometric methods that can detect DIF in polytomously scored 

items. Thus, there is a need for further research focused on extending the Multilevel 

Mantel-Haenszel model presented in this study to a model for polytomously scored 

items. 
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This study focused only on uniform DIF, the type of DIF best detected by the 

Mantel-Haenszel.  A study of the performance of the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel under 

conditions of both uniform and nonuniform DIF would allow for an expanded application 

of the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel to the detection of DIF.  According to Swaminathan 

and Rogers (1990) nonuniform DIF can be detected using logistic regression by 

including an interaction term between ability and group in the model.   

The simulation conditions for this study were limited to a two-level hierarchical 

model where the level-1 units were the items and the level-2 units were the examinees.  

The extension of the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel to a three-level model would be 

beneficial as it would allow for the investigation of the impact of level-3 units on the 

differential functioning of the items.   

Although the results indicated that the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel performed in a 

manner similar to the Mantel-Haenszel under the conditions examined, in order to 

obtain a more complete understanding of how the two methods compare, the 

performance of both methods should be observed for an expanded set of conditions, 

especially conditions related to the size of the DIF and sample size. Since this study 

only considered small and moderate effect sizes for DIF, an inquiry into the influence 

that a large effect size, such as 0.6 or 0.8, would have on the empirical Type I error rate 

and power for both the Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel and Mantel-Haenszel is justified. A 

similar justification can be made for an inquiry into the impact of a large sample size, 

such as n=1000 or n=1500, on the empirical Type I error rates and power for both 

methods.  Furthermore, since purification of the matching criterion was not considered 
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in this study, an examination of the performance of both methods under the condition of 

a purified matching criterion is warranted.  

The Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel was estimated using HGLM. Many other software 

packages, such as M-Plus, SAS, and R now have the capability to estimate multilevel 

models. An investigation into the advantages and disadvantages of the before 

mentioned methods is worthwhile as the use of one these packages may result in a 

more efficient process that overcomes the problem of biased variance and fixed effect 

estimates due to PQL algorithm employed by HGLM (Raudenbush & Byrk, 2002).   

In summary, although much research is still warranted, the development of the 

Multilevel Mantel-Haenszel method for detecting differential item functioning in 

dichotomously scored items adds a new dimension of DIF detection.  The very popular 

and widely used Mantel-Haenszel procedure can now be used to investigate Item bias 

at many levels.   
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